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ABSTRACT 
 
MATHEMATICAL INEQUALITIES 
 
by Amy N. Dreiling 
 
In this thesis, we discuss mathematical inequalities, which arise in various 
branches of Mathematics and other related fields.  The subject is a vast one, but our 
focus is on inequalities related to complex analysis, geometry, and matrix theory.  
We investigate recently proven trigonometric and hyperbolic inequalities.  
This includes Katsuura’s string of seven inequalities for the sine and tangent 
functions and Price’s Inequality (with new proofs derived by Katsuura and Obaid).  
We also discuss complex hyperbolic inequalities and inequalities from infinite 
products. 
We then establish geometric inequalities, including those relating parts of the 
triangle as well as conic sections and their tangent lines.  We also develop proofs of 
the Arithmetic-Geometric Mean and Erdo s-Mordell inequalities. 
Finally, we explore inequalities for univalent functions, including the famous 
Bieberbach Conjecture, Area Theorem, and Koebe’s One-Quarter Theorem.  We 
finish with Hadamard’s Inequality for determinants 
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1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
Mathematical inequalities are essential to the study of Mathematics as well as 
many related fields, and their uses are extensive.  The database of the American 
Mathematical Society includes more than 23,000 references of inequalities and their 
applications. While the concept is a simple one, some of the most famous and 
significant results in Mathematics are inequalities. 
There are many classical inequalities that are not only well known but also 
quite relevant today.  For instance, Schur’s Inequality states that, for any positive 
real numbers , , and c, and real number r, it is always the case that 
                 ! 0. 
From the Cauchy-Schwartz Inequality we have, for real vectors # $  … & and ' $  … &, 
() **&*+ ,  () *&*+ , () *&*+ ,. 
We also have the following famous inequality from Jordan: if 0 - ||  //2, then  
2/  sin  - 1. 
The known inequalities are numerous, and the list is growing.  For a survey of 
inequalities, texts from Bullen [Bul93] as well as Beckenbach and Bellman [BB61] 
are excellent resources. 
 While the topic of inequalities spans many branches of Mathematics, we will 
focus on those related to complex analysis, geometry, and matrix theory.  Chapter 1 
  
2 
is dedicated to trigonometric and hyperbolic inequalities.  We start with a proof of 
the famous Triangle Inequality and then look to an incredible result of Katsuura 
[Kat11].  Katsuura began by providing a new proof of the following: 
5 - sin 5  tan 52  
for 0 - 5 - / 2⁄ .  He then extended it to a string of seven inequalities (see Corollary 
1.1.2).  We then explore three alternate proofs of Price’s Inequality [KO07], which 
states that for , , 5 real numbers,  9 , ,  ! 0 and positive integer :, 
&  &  2&& cos:5    2 cos 5  (&  &   ,.   
Next, we discuss new complex hyperbolic inequalities, such as the following: if 
< $   => is a complex number with  9 ?/ for any integer ? and : is a positive 
integer, then  
@tanh:<tanh < @  |coth | 
[KO07].  At the end of Chapter 1, we look at a few trigonometric and hyperbolic 
inequalities derived from infinite products. 
We begin Chapter 2 on geometric inequalities with two proofs of the 
Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Inequality.  There are many inequalities involving the 
sides, angles, and areas of triangles.  Some were introduced by famous 
mathematicians such as Carlitz (who published more than 700 papers on a variety 
of subjects) and Srivastava (who published more than 1,000 papers).  Many of the 
results are well known, but we will provide new proofs for them.  For instance, 
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Euler’s Inequality states that the circumradius of a triangle is never less than twice 
the inradius.  Also, the Erdo s-Mordell inequality tells us that for any point P in a 
triangle, 
B  B  B ! 2C  C  C, 
where B, B, B are the distances from P to the vertices of the triangle and C, C, C 
are the distances to the sides [Niv81].  Finally, we dedicate a section to the results of 
Day [Day91].  He found that the area of the triangle formed by three tangent lines to 
an ellipse is strictly greater than half that of the triangle formed by joining their 
points of tangency; and for a hyperbola, the inequality is reversed. 
In our final chapter, our focus shifts to univalent functions and matrices.  In 
the study of univalent functions, one cannot overlook the very famous Bieberbach 
Conjecture.  Consider functions f that are analytic (differentiable) and univalent 
(one-to-one) in the unit disk, with the properties that D0 $ 0 and DE0 $ 1.  It is 
known that f has the power series expansion D< $ <  <  <  F.  
Bieberbach correctly believed that for any :, |&|  :.  While not proven for sixty-
eight years (by de Branges), this conjecture, as well as other properties of univalent 
functions, sparked a great deal of research.  We will discuss the Area Theorem, 
Koebe’s One-Quarter Theorem, Bieberbach’s proof for : $ 2, and the proof of 
Bieberbach’s Conjecture for real coefficients.  For our last topic, we look at 
Hadamard’s Inequality for determinants.  His inequality asserts that for any : G : 
matrix  $ H*IJ, 
  
4 
|det |   L M)N*IN&*+ O .
&
I+  
We consider two proofs of his inequality in the real case, and one that proves it true 
for any complex matrix. 
There are numerous books, papers, and journals dedicated to the study of 
mathematical inequalities, so it is worth mentioning some additional references.  
For trigonometric inequalities, see Andreescu and Feng [AF05].  See Kazarinoff for 
more geometric inequalities [Kaz61].  And, another interesting and useful reference 
for analytic inequalities is a book by Mitrinović, which includes a large number of 
inequalities and in many cases their proofs [Mit70]. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
TRIGONOMETRIC AND HYPERBOLIC INEQUALITIES 
 
 
 
 
In this chapter, we will explore several trigonometric inequalities.  They 
include inequalities with sine and tangent, complex hyperbolic functions, and Price’s 
Inequality.  The results are quite elegant, and their proofs give us great insight into 
the properties of trigonometric functions. 
1.1        Inequalities involving the sine and tangent functions 
Here we will derive a chain of inequalities related to those introduced in 
calculus texts.  This chain arose from the “Hungarian Problem Book II,” a collection 
of contest problems that posed the following to its readers in 1909: show that the 
radian measure of an acute angle is less than the arithmetic mean of its sine and 
tangent [Kur63].  In 2011, Katsuura not only provided a new proof of the statement, 
but also extended it to include several inequalities [Kat11].  
Theorem 1.1.1.  Let 0 - 5 - / 2⁄ .  Then 
5 - sin 5  tan 52  . 
Proof.  Before we begin, we state some well-known trigonometric identities. 
 cos 25 $ cos 5  sin 5 
cos 25 $ 2 cos 5  1 
(1.1.1) 
(1.1.2) 
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 sin 25 $ 2 sin 5 cos 5  (1.1.3) 
First notice that 
  sin 5 tan 5  P2 tan (52,Q 
                $ sin 5cos 5  4 sin5 2⁄ cos5 2⁄   
                $ sin 5cos5 2⁄   sin5 2⁄   4 sin5 2⁄ cos5 2⁄   , by 1.1.1 
        $ 4 sin5 2⁄  cos5 2⁄ cos5 2⁄   sin5 2⁄   4 sin5 2⁄ cos5 2⁄   , by 1.1.3 
                $ 4 sin5 2⁄  VcosW5 2⁄   Hcos5 2⁄   sin5 2⁄ JXcos5 2⁄  Hcos5 2⁄   sin5 2⁄ J  . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(1.1.4) 
The expression in braces in the numerator can be simplified to 
 cosW (52,  Pcos (52,  sin (52,Q 
                              $ cosW (52,  cos 5 , by 1.1.1 
                  $ cosW (52,  (2 cos (52,  1, , by 1.1.2 
                              $ (cos (52,  1, Y 0. 
 
 
 
 
 
So, the entire numerator of (1.1.4) is greater than 0.  Since, by (1.1.1) 
cos (52,  sin (52, $ cos 5 Y 0 
for 0 - 5 - / 2⁄ , the entire denominator of (1.1.4) is positive as well.  Hence,  
sin 5 tan 5  P2 tan (52,Q Y 0. 
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1 
A =(1,0) 
 
B =(1, tan 5) 
tan 5 sin 5 
cos 5 5 
So, 
 2 tan (52, - √sin 5 tan 5 . (1.1.5) 
Next we apply the Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Inequality, which will be proven in 
Chapter 2.  The Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Inequality states that for any set of : 
nonnegative real numbers , , … , &, 
     F  &: ! [ ·  · … · &] . (1.1.6) 
Equality holds if and only if  $  $ F $ &.  Applying this to the positive 
numbers sin 5 and tan 5 we obtain 
 sin 5  tan 52 Y √sin 5 tan 5 . (1.1.7) 
(Notice here that we have a strict inequality since sin 5 9 tan 5 for 0 - 5 - / 2⁄ .) 
Now, consider Figure 1.1 below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: A sector of a circle with radius 1 
O  
C  
1 
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From this figure, we have that 
∆^_`  $ 12 1sin 5 $ sin 52   
and 
 ∆^_a $ 12 1tan 5 $ tan 52  , 
where ∆ indicates the area of the triangle.  Also, 
AreadefgC 
 $ (52, 1 $ 52. 
Because the area of triangle 
 is less than the area of sector OAC, which is less 
than the area of triangle 	, we have that 
sin 52 - 52 - tan 52  , 
or, equivalently, 
 sin 5 - 5 - tan 5 . (1.1.8) 
(Note here that it is a strict inequality since for 0 - 5 - / 2⁄  we have cos 5 - 1.)  
And if we replace 5 by 5 2⁄  in (1.1.8), we obtain: 
 2sin (52, - 5 - 2tan (52, . (1.1.9) 
Finally, we combine (1.1.9), (1.1.5), and (1.1.7).  This gives us: 
2 sin (52, - 5 - 2 tan (52, - √sin 5 tan 5 - sin 5  tan 52  . 
Hence,  
5 - sin 5  tan 52  , 
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our desired result.    h 
The following is an extension of Theorem 1.1.1. 
Corollary 1.1.2.  Let 0 - 5 - / 2⁄ .  Then 
sin 5 - 2 sin (52, - 5 - sin (52,  tan (52, - 2 tan (52, 
                                        - √sin 5 tan 5 - sin 5  tan 52 - tan 5. 
Proof.  We replace 5 by 5 2⁄  in Theorem 1.1.1., and we get that 
5 - sin (52,  tan (52, .  
Combining the above inequality with (1.1.9) yields 
 2 sin (52, - 5 - sin (52,  tan (52,. (1.1.10) 
Notice that  
 sin 5 $ 2 sin (52, cos (52, - 2 sin (52,, (1.1.11) 
from (1.1.3) and the fact that cos5 2⁄  - 1 for 0 - 5 - / 2⁄  .  And so, by (1.1.11), 
(1.1.10), (1.1.8), (1.1.5), (1.1.7), and (1.1.8), 
sin 5 - 2 sin (52, - 5 - sin (52,  tan (52, - 2 tan (52, 
                                        - √sin 5 tan 5 - sin 5  tan 52 - tan 5 .    h 
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1.2        Price’s Inequality 
In 2002, Thomas E. Price discovered the inequality below [Pri02].   
Theorem 1.2.1. (Price’s Inequality)  Let , , and 5 be real numbers with a and b 
non-negative and non-equal.  Also, let : be an integer greater than or equal to 1.  Then, 
&  &  2&& cos:5    2 cos 5  (&  &   ,.   
Interestingly, the main objective of Price’s paper was not to discover the 
inequality above; rather, he was working to generalize the formula for the products 
of chord lengths of a circle to that of the ellipse.  Consider the unit circle with : Y 1 
equally spaced points on its circumference.  Call these points ij, i,…, i&k, where ij is the base point.  Draw the chords connecting ij to each of the other points.  
The product of the lengths of the n – 1 chords is n, which we will show using the 
process below. 
We first choose ij $ 1.  Then, iI $ e*lI &⁄  for m $ 0, 1, … , :  1 are the n 
roots of unity, or equivalently, the roots of the polynomial <&  1.  So, 
<&  1 $ <  1<  i<  i … <  i&k, 
or, 
<&  1<  1 $ <  i<  i … <  i&k. 
Therefore, 
limpq r<&  1<  1 r $ limpq|<  i||<  i| … |<  i&k| 
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                  $ |1  i||1  i| … |1  i&k| 
                                                           $ L N1  iIN&kI+ , 
which is precisely the product of the lengths of the chords.  So, the evaluation of this 
product is equivalent to calculating the limit above.  Using L’Hospital’s rule (see 
Brown and Churchill [BC09]), we have 
limpq r<&  1<  1 r $ rlimpq (<&  1<  1 ,r $ @limpq t:<&k1 u@ $ |:| $ :. 
Hence, the product of the lengths of the chords in any circle is n. 
Price then applied a similar process to the ellipse.  Let , , and 5 be real 
numbers with  and  not equal and nonnegative, and 0  5 - 2/.  (If  were equal 
to , we would have the special case of the circle.)  For appropriate values for a and 
b, the following equation describes an ellipse with major axis vertices v  , 
minor axis vertices v=  , and foci equidistant from the origin and on the real 
axis: 
e*w  ek*w $    cos 5  =   sin 5. 
The chords of the ellipse are then constructed choosing the n points on the 
ellipse that are the images of the n roots of unity of the circle under the mapping 
e*w q e*w  ek*w with ij $   .  Then, the product of the lengths of the chords, x&, of the ellipse, is given by: 
x& $ : &  &   . 
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Price achieved this result after a great deal of calculation.  This led him to the 
inequality in Theorem 1.2.1. 
We will now look at three alternate proofs of Price’s Inequality found by 
Katsuura and Obaid [KO07], each of which is simpler and shorter than that of 
Price’s.  Each proof will be discussed in detail, as well as some additional 
inequalities established by Katsuura and Obaid.  Before we do so, notice that Price’s 
Inequality does not hold when we replace cosine by sine.  For example, suppose 
 $ 2,  $ 1, : $ 2, and 5 $ //2.  Then, 
&  &  2&& sin:5    2 sin 5 $ 16  1  804  1  221 $ 17 Y 9 $ (4  12  1, $ (&  &   ,. 
Our first proof of Price’s Inequality uses some elementary inequalities.  We 
begin by establishing the following lemmas. 
Lemma 1.2.2.  Suppose n is a positive integer and 5 is a real number.  Then, 
sin:5 · sin 5  2:1  cos 5. 
Proof.  First suppose that 1  cos 5 - 0.  Then 2:1  cos 5   2:2 $ 4:.  But, 
sin:5 · sin 5  1.  So, our inequality is trivially true.  Suppose then, 0  cos 5  1.  
We will proceed with a proof by induction. 
Base Step:  Suppose : $ 1.  Then, 
          2:1  cos 5  sin:5 · sin 5 $ 21  cos 5  1  cos 5 
                                                     $ 2  2 cos 5  1  cos 5 
                                             $ cos 5  2 cos 5  1 
                                                                                   $ cos 5  1 ! 0. 
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Induction Step.  Suppose our inequality holds for a positive integer n.  Then, 
sinH:  15J · sin 5 $ sin:5  5 · sin 5 
              $ Hsin:5 · cos 5  cos:5 · sin 5JHsin 5J 
              $ sin:5 · sin 5 · cos 5  sin 5 · cos:5 
               2:1  cos 5 · cos 5  1  cos 5 · cos:5, by the induction assumption 
               $ 2:1  cos 5 · cos 5  1  cos 51  cos 5 · cos:5 
  $ H1  cos 5JH2: cos 5  1  cos 5 · cos:5J. (1.2.1) 
Because 0  cos 5  1, we have 
H1  cos 5JH2: cos 5  1  cos 5 · cos:5J  1  cos 52:  2 
                                                                                       1  cos 52:  2 
                                                                                      $ 2:  2  2: cos 5  2 cos 5 
                                                                                      $ 2:  1  2 :  1cos 5 
                                                                               $ 2:  11  cos 5. (1.2.2) 
And so, by (1.2.1) and (1.2.2), 
sinH:  15J · sin 5  2:  11  cos 5, 
completing our induction.    h 
Lemma 1.2.3.  Suppose n is a positive integer and 5 is a real number.  Then, 
1  cos:5  :1  cos 5. 
Proof:  Again, we will proceed with a proof by induction. 
Base Step: Suppose n = 1.  The inequality is trivially true. 
Induction Step.  Suppose our inequality holds for positive integer n.  Then, 
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                                   1  cosH:  15J $ 1  cos:5  5 
                                                         $ 1  Hcos:5 · cos 5  sin:5 · sin 5J 
                                                    $ 1  cos:5 · cos 5  sin :5 · sin 5. (1.2.3) 
By Lemma 1.2.2, 
1  cos:5 · cos 5  sin :5 · sin 5 
                                        1  cos:5 · cos 5  2:1  cos 5 
                   $ 1  cos:5 · cos 5  2:1  cos 5  cos 5  cos 5 
                    $ H1  cos:5J · cos 5  1  cos 5  2:1  cos 5. (1.2.4) 
Applying the induction hypothesis, we get, 
  H1  cos:5J · cos 5  1  cos 5  2:1  cos 5 
                     :1  cos 5 · cos 5  1  cos 5  2:1  cos 5 
                     $ 1  cos 5: cos 5  2:  1. (1.2.5) 
Finally, since cos 5  1, 
 1  cos 5: cos 5  2:  1 
                1  cos 5:  2:  1 
                     $ :  11  cos 5 (1.2.6) 
And so, by (1.2.3) – (1.2.6),  
1  cosH:  15J  :  11  cos 5, 
which completes our induction and our proof.    h 
Lemma 1.2.4.  Suppose a and b are positive real numbers and n and k are positive 
integers.  Then, 
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) &k ! :  1& ⁄ & ⁄ .&+j  
Proof. Let  $  ⁄ Y 0.  Then, 
                  ) &k $&+j ) & $ &
&
+j ) 
&
+j           $ &j    F  & 
                          $ &:  1 tj    F  &:  1 u 
                               ! &:  1j ·  · … · &H &⁄ J 
                         $ &:  1jF&H &⁄ J, (1.2.7) 
with the inequality coming from the Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Inequality (1.1.6).  
Now, applying the formula for the sum of a finite arithmetic sequence, we have that 
                  &:  1jF&H &⁄ J $ &:  1H&j& ⁄ J ·H &⁄ J 
                     $ &:  1& ⁄  
                          $ &:  1 & ⁄  
                           $ :  1& ⁄ & ⁄ . (1.2.8) 
Therefore, by (1.2.7) and (1.2.8), 
) &k !&+j :  1& ⁄ & ⁄ , 
as desired.    h 
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We are now ready to complete our first proof of Theorem 1.2.1, Price’s 
Inequality. 
Proof 1.  Assume that , , and 5 be real numbers with a and b nonnegative and non-
equal.  Also, let : be an integer greater than or equal to 1.  Notice that if 5 $ 2?/ for 
some integer k, then Theorem 1.2.1 is trivial.  Assume then, that 5 9 2?/ for any 
integer k.  Now, let  
P = &  &    2 cos 5    H&  &  2&& cos:5J 
Then, by adding and subtracting 2&& in the last set of parenthesis, we get that 
   P $ &  &    2 cos 5  
                    H&  2&&  &  2&&  2&& cos:5J 
                           $ &  &    2 cos 5  
                                     H&  &  2&&  2&& cos:5J 
                              $ &  &    2 cos 5  
                                  &  &    2&&H1  cos:5J      
                              $ &  &    2 cos 5 
                                  &  &    2  2&&H1  cos:5J  . 
And, with a great deal of algebra, we obtain, 
 $ 21  cos 5 &  &  P1  cos:51  cos 5 Q &k&k   
Applying Lemma 1.2.3, 
              ! 21  cos 5H&  &  :&k&k  J 
                 $ 21  cos 5   (&  &   ,  :&k&k 
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                 $ 21  cos 5   &k &  &&   
  :&k&k 
 $ 21  cos 5   &k 1  &1   
  :&k&k (1.2.9) 
Now, the formula for the sum, S, of a finite geometric sequence with common 
ratio r and n terms is well known to be: 
  $ 1  C&1  C  .  (1.2.10) 
Applying (1.2.10) to (1.2.9), we get  
 ! 21  cos 5   &k ) &k+j 
  :&k&k. 
Since &k ∑  ⁄  $ ∑ &kk&k+j&k+j , we can apply Lemma 1.2.4.  So, 
 ! 21  cos 5   (:&k &k ,  :&k&k 
                            $ 21  cos 5  :&k&k  :&k&k 
                            $ 0. 
Hence,   
&  &  2&& cos:5    2 cos 5  (&  &   ,. 
This completes our first proof of Price’s Inequality.    h 
Our next proof uses complex numbers, some properties of hyperbolic 
functions, and the following theorems and lemmas. 
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Theorem 1.2.5.  (The Triangle Inequality)  For any two complex numbers <and <, |<  <|  |<|  |<|. 
Proof.  Let <and < be complex numbers.  Then, 
|<  <| $ <  <<  <                    $ <  <<  <                                     $ |<|  <<  < <  |<|                                    $ |<|  <<  <<  |<|                                   $ |<|  2Be<<   |<|                              |<|  2|<< |  |<|                               $ |<|  2|<||< |  |<|                               $ |<|  2|<||<|  |<|           $ |<|  |<|. 
And when we take the square root of both sides, we have our desired inequality.    h 
Lemma 1.2.6.  Suppose z is a complex number such that |<| 9 1 and : is a positive 
integer.  Then, 
r<&  1<  1 r  |<|&  1|<|  1  . 
Proof.  By (1.2.10) above, we have  
 r<&  1<  1 r $ ) <&k+j . (1.2.11) 
Also, notice that 
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 ) <&k+j  $ |<j  <  F  <&k|  
                        |<j|  |<|  F  |<&k|, (1.2.12) 
where we used the Triangle Inequality.  In addition,  
 |<j|  |<|  F  |<&k| $ )|<|&k+j $ |<|
&  1|<|  1  , (1.2.13) 
again by (1.2.10).  So, (1.2.11) – (1.2.13) gives us 
r<&  1<  1 r  |<|&  1|<|  1  .    h 
Theorem 1.2.7.  Let < $   => be a complex number with  nonzero and suppose n is 
a positive integer.  Then, 
rsinh:<sinh < r  sinh:sinh   . 
Proof.  Suppose < $   =>.  Note that 
 |ep| $ Ne · e*N $ |e| · |cos >  = sin >| $ e.  (1.2.14) 
It is easy to see that 
rsinh:<sinh < r $ re&p  ek&pep  ekp r 
                                             $ r(ep · e&pep · e&p, (e&p  ek&pep  ekp ,r 
            $ @epe&p  1e&pep  1@ 
             $ r epe&pr @e&p  1ep  1 @ 
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                  $ (ek&ek , @e&p  1ep  1 @, (1.2.15) 
by (1.2.14).  Lemma 1.2.6 and (1.2.14) give 
    (ek&ek , @e&p  1ep  1 @  ek&ek t|ep|&  1|ep|  1 u 
                                     $ ek&ek te&  1e  1 u 
                           $ e&  ek&e  ek  
                          $ sinh:sinh   . (1.2.16) 
Hence, by (1.2.15) and (1.2.16), we obtain 
        rsinh:<sinh < r  sinh:sinh   .    h 
To simplify our second proof of Price’s Inequality, we will list two useful 
properties of hyperbolic functions.  Again, suppose < $   => is a complex number. 
|sinh <| $ sinh <sınh < 
                  $ sinh <sinh <  
                                                        $ epp   ekpp   epkp   ekpkp 4  
                                             $ e  ek  e*  ek*4  
                              $ cosh2  cosh2=>2  
                            $ cosh2  cos2>2 . (1.2.17) 
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Similarly, we have  
   |cosh <| $ cosh2  cos2>2   (1.2.18) 
Proof 2.  Again assume , , and 5 are real numbers with a and b positive and non-
equal.  (Notice that if  $ 0 or  $ 0, then Price’s Inequality is trivially true.)  Also, 
let : be an integer greater than or equal to 1. Let  $  ⁄  and < $ ln   =5 2⁄ .  
Then, by (1.2.17), 
|sinh:<| $ cosh: · ln   cos:52  
                               $ e&·¡¢ £  ek&·¡¢ £  2 cos:54  
                   $ &  k&  2 cos:54  
                                         $ & &⁄   & &⁄   2 cos:54  
                                   $ &  &  2&& cos:54&&  . (1.2.19) 
Therefore,  
rsinh:<sinh < r $ &  &  2&& cos:5&k    2 cos 5 .  
And so, 
&  &  2&& cos:5    2 cos 5 $ &k  rsinh:<sinh < r 
                                                                 &k sinh : · ln 2 sinh ln 2  
, 
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by Theorem 1.2.7.  Finally then,  
  &  &  2&& cos:5    2 cos 5  &k cosh: · ln   cos0coshln   cos0  , by 1.2.17 
                            $ &k ¤ e&·¡¢ £  ek&·¡¢ £  22e¡¢ £  ek ¡¢ £  22 ¥ 
                                                                $ &k (&  k&  2  k  2 , 
                                  $ &k t ⁄ &   ⁄ k&  2 ⁄    ⁄ k  2 u 
                              $ &k &  &  2&&&&    2  
                                           $ &k t&  &  2&&    2 u ( &&, 
                                                                $ t&  &  2&&    2 u 
                                                                $ (&  &   ,, 
as desired.    h 
Our third proof of Price’s Inequality is the easiest of the four known proofs.  
It comes from simply applying Lemma 1.2.6.  
Proof 3.  Again assume , , and 5 are real numbers with a and b positive and non-
equal.  Also, let : be an integer greater than or equal to 1.  By squaring both sides of 
the equation in Lemma 1.2.6, we get that 
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  r<&  1<  1 r  t|<|&  1|<|  1 u.  (1.2.20) 
Also, notice that 
|<&  1| $ <&  1<&  1 $ <&  1<&  1 
                                                               $ |<&|  <&  <&  1 
                                                                   $ |<&|  2Be<&  1. (1.2.21) 
Now, we let < $  ⁄ e*w.  Then, by (1.2.20) and (1.2.21) we obtain 
  r&& e*&wr
  2Be (&& e*&w,  1¦ e*w¦  2Be  e*w  1  
¦ e*w¦&  1¦ e*w¦  1 

. (1.2.22) 
But, 
r&& e*&wr  2Be (&& e*&w,  1¦ e*w¦  2Be  e*w  1 $
&&  2 && cos:5  1  2  cos 5  1  
                                                                        $ &  &  2&& cos:5&    2 cos 5  . 
So, by (1.2.22), 
&  &  2&& cos:5&    2 cos 5  
¦ e*w¦&  1¦ e*w¦  1 

. 
Thus, 
&  &  2&& cos:5    2 cos 5  ¦
 e*w¦&  1¦ e*w¦  1 

t &u 
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                                          $ &&  1  1 
 t &u 
                                                                                   $ &  &&   
 t &u 
                                                                                   $ (&  &   , t& u t &u 
                                                                                   $ (&  &   ,, 
as desired.  Hence, Price’s Inequality is just a special case of Lemma 1.2.6    h 
1.3        Inequalities similar to Price’s Inequality 
 Interestingly, we can develop new inequalities similar to Price’s, using 
similar processes.  Two of these are discussed below [KO07]. 
Theorem 1.3.1.  Let , , and 5 be real numbers with  and  non-equal and 
nonnegative. Also, let : be an integer greater than or equal to 1.  Then,  
&  &  2&& cos:5&  &  2&& cos:5  (    , t    2 cos 5    2 cos 5 u. 
Proof.  As we did in our second proof of Price’s Inequality, we let  $  ⁄  and 
< $   => $ ln   =5 2⁄ .  Applying (1.2.18), we obtain that 
|cosh:<| $ cosh: ln   cos:52  
                              $ e& ¡¢ £  ek& ¡¢ £4  cos:52  
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                     $ &  k&  2 cos:54  
                                         $ & &⁄   & &⁄   2 cos:54  
                                     $ &  &  2&& cos:54&&  .  (1.3.1) 
So, by (1.3.1) and (1.2.19), 
 |tanh:<| $ &  &  2&& cos:5&  &  2&& cos:5 . (1.3.2) 
and   
|coth:<| $ &  &  2&& cos:5&  &  2&& cos:5 . 
Therefore,  
|coth | $     2 cos0    2 cos0 
     $     2    2 
                                                $ (    ,. (1.3.3) 
In the next section (Theorem 1.4.3), we will prove that if < $   => is a complex 
number with  9 ?/ for any integer k and n is a positive integer, then  
rtanh:<tanh < r  |coth |. 
So, 
rtanh:<tanh < r  |coth |, 
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which gives us that 
    |tanh:<|  |coth ||tanh <|. (1.3.4) 
Hence, (1.3.2) – (1.3.4) give us the following inequality, very similar to Price’s: 
        &  &  2&& cos:5&  &  2&& cos:5  (    , t    2 cos 5    2 cos 5u  .    h 
Interestingly, the right-hand side of the above inequality is independent of n.   
 Theorem 1.3.2.  Let 5, a, and b be positive real numbers with a not equal to b 
and : $ 4¨  1, for some integer m.  Then 
&  &  2&& sin:5    2 sin 5  (&  &   ,. 
Proof.  Again, let  $  ⁄  and < $ ln   =5 2⁄ .  Then, 
:<  = /4 $ : <  = /4: 
                                   $ : (ln   =52  = /4:, 
                                                           $ : Pln 2  = (52  /4:,Q . (1.3.5) 
So, by (1.2.19) together with (1.3.5), we have that 
¦sinh ©:<  = /4ª¦ $ rsinh : Pln 2  = (52  /4:,Qr 
                                                        $ «&  &  2&& cos ©2: 52  /4:ª¬4&&  
                                              $ ©&  &  2&& cos :5  /2ª4&&  
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                                     $ H&  &  2&& sin:5J4&&  . 
And so,  
&  &  2&& sin:5 $ 4& · ¦sinh ©:<  = /4ª¦. 
Therefore, 
&  &  2&& sin:5    2 sin:5 $ 4& · ¦sinh ©:<  = 
/4ª¦4 · ¦sinh ©<  = /4ª¦   
                                                     $ &k ­sinh :<  = /4sinh <  = /4 ­
. (1.3.6) 
But,  
­sinh :<  = /4sinh <  = /4 ­
 $ ­e&pk*lW  ek&p*lWepk*lW  ekp*lW ­

 
                                                       $ ­e*lWe*lW e
&pk*lW  ek&p*lWepk*lW  ekp*lW ­

 
                            $ ­e&p  ek&pe*lep  ekpe*l ­

 
                       $ re&p  =ek&pep  =ekp r 
                                                $ r(=epe&p=epe&p, (e&p  =ek&pep  =ekp ,r 
                                      $ @( epe&p, t=e&p  1=ep  1 u@ 
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                                                           $ t ee&u @=e&p  1=ep  1 @ , by 1.2.14 
                                               $ ek&k @=e&p  1=ep  1 @. (1.3.7) 
So, (1.3.6) and (1.3.7) give us  
 &  &  2&& sin:5    2 sin:5  $ &kek&k @=e&p  1=ep  1 @. (1.3.8) 
Next, we let f $ =ep .  Notice that with : $ 4¨  1, we have 
f& $ =ep& $ =W®e&p $ =e&p . 
And so, with Lemma (1.2.6), 
                         ek&k @=e&p  1=ep  1 @ $ ek&k rf&  1f  1 r 
                                      ek&k t|f|&  1|f|  1 u 
                                                $ ek&k t|=ep|&  1|=ep|  1 u 
                                                                $ ek&k te&  1e  1 u , by 1.2.14 
                                          $ ek&k te&  1e  1 u 
                                    $ (ek&ek , te&  1e  1 u 
                      $ Pe&  ek&e  ek Q 
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                              $ e& ¡¢ £  ek& ¡¢ £e¡¢ £  ek¡¢ £ 

 
                  $ &  k&  k 

 
                              $ °¯°±
&  k&  k ²³
³´

.  (1.3.9) 
Hence, by (1.3.8) and (1.3.9), 
&  &  2&& sin:5    2 sin:5  &k °¯°±
&  k&  k ²³
³´

 
                                                            $ °¯°±&k µ¶
&  k&  k ·¸²³
³´

 
                                                        $ °¯°±
& µ¶
&  k&  k ·¸²³
³´

 
                                     $ (&  &   , .    h 
1.4        Complex hyperbolic inequalities 
In addition to exploring additional proofs of Price’s Inequality, Katsuura and 
Obaid developed several hyperbolic inequalities from the properties they used in 
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these proofs.  With some manipulation, we obtain the following as a result of 
Theorem 1.2.7 [KO07].    
Corollary 1.4.1.  Suppose < $   => is a complex number.   
 (a) If  9 0, then 
rsin=:<sin=< r  sin=:sin= . 
(b) If > 9 0, then 
rsin:<sin < r  sinh:>sinh > .  
Proof.  Because sinh < $ = sin=<, we obtain that 
rsinh:<sinh< r $ r= sin=:<= sin=< r $ rsin=:<sin=< r 
and  
sinh:sinh $ = sin=:= sin= $ sin=:sin= , 
where  9 0.  Therefore, by Theorem 1.2.7 and the two equations above, 
rsin=:<sin=< r  sin=:sin=  , 
which is (a). 
Now, suppose that > 9 0, and replace < by =< in part (a) above.  Then, for the 
left-hand side, we have 
rsin:<sin< r $ rsin:<sin < r. 
And for the right-hand side of (a) we have, 
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sin=:>sin=> $ =sin=:>= sin=> $ sinh:>sinh >  . 
Hence, by part (a) and the two equations above, 
        rsin:<sin < r  sinh:>sinh > , 
which is (b).    h 
Corollary 1.4.2.  Let < $   => be a complex number with  nonzero and let n be a 
positive integer.  Then 
  cosh2:  cos2:>cosh2  cos2>  tsinh:sinh  u. 
Proof.  From (1.2.17),  
rsinh:<sinh < r $ cosh2:  cos 2:>cosh2  cos2> . 
Now, if we square both sides of Theorem 1.2.7, we have 
rsinh:<sinh < r  tsinh:sinh   u. 
Hence,  
           cosh2:  cos2:>cosh2  cos2>  tsinh:sinh  u .    h 
Theorem 1.4.3.  Let < $   => be a complex number with  9 ?/ for any integer ?.  
Also, let : be a positive integer.  Then 
rtanh:<tanh < r  |coth |. 
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Proof.  First notice that 
r cosh <cosh:<r $ r ep  ekpe&p  ek&pr $ r(epep, (e&pe&p, ( ep  ekpe&p  ek&p,r 
                               $ re&pep r @ ep  1e&p  1@ 
                                    $ (e&e , @ ep  1e&p  1@, (1.4.1) 
by (1.2.14).  Now, by the Triangle Inequality [Bul98], 
 (e&e , @ ep  1e&p  1@   (e&e , t |ep|  |1|N|e&p|  |1|Nu 
                                   $ ( ekek&, t e  1|e&  1|u    
                 $ e  ek|e&  ek&| 
                                    $ cosh |sinh:| .                      (1.4.2) 
Hence, by (1.4.1) and (1.4.2), 
r cosh <cosh:<r  cosh |sinh:| . 
Therefore,  
@tanh:<tanh < @ $ @sinh:<sinh < @ r cosh <cosh:<r 
                           @sinh:<sinh < @ ( cosh |sinh:|, 
                                                                   tsinh:sinh  u ( cosh |sinh:|, , by Theorem 1.2.7 
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                        $ ( sinh:|sinh:|, (cosh sinh , 
        $ v1coth  
       $ |coth |.    h 
 Interestingly, the right-hand side of the inequality above is independent of 
both : and >. 
Corollary 1.4.4.  Let < $   => be a complex number with > 9 ?/ for any integer ?.  
Also, let : be a positive integer.  Then 
rtan:<tan < r  |coth >|. 
Proof.  First note that tanh < $ = tan=<.  Then,  
@tanh :<tanh < @ $ @= tan=:<= tan=< @ $ @tan=:<tan=< @. 
So, by Theorem 1.4.3, we have the following (when  9 0): 
 rtan=:<tan=< r  |coth |. (1.4.3) 
Replace z by iz in (1.4.3).  Then, for the left-hand side we have that 
rtan:<tan< r $ rtan:<tan < r. 
And for the right-hand side of (1.4.3) we have  
|coth>| $ rcosh>sinh>r $ r cosh > sinh >r $ rcosh >sinh >r $ |coth >|. 
Hence, by (1.4.3) and the two equations above, 
      rtan:<tan < r  |coth >|.    h 
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1.5        Trigonometric and hyperbolic inequalities from infinite products 
 Jordan and Kober’s inequalities are two well-known trigonometric results, 
each with numerous applications and appearances in mathematical works [CZQ].  
Jordan’s inequality states that: 
2/  sin    1,   0 -   /2. 
Kober’s is the following:  
cos  ! 1  2/  ,   0    /2 . 
Interestingly, his inequality reverses for  º / 2⁄ , /.  There are many extensions of 
these inequalities as well as variations of them.  For instance, in 1969, R. Redheffer 
found that, for all real values of x, 
sin  ! /  /   . 
In this section, we will explore inequalities appearing in the work of Chen, 
Zhao, and Qi [CZQ].  These will include inequalities of the cosine function, the 
hyperbolic cosine function, and the hyperbolic sine function, all of which are similar 
to Redheffer’s above.  We will utilize mathematical induction as well as the infinite 
product forms of each of these functions. 
Theorem 1.5.1:  If  1 2⁄ -  - 1 2⁄ , then  
cos/ ! 1  41  4 . 
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Proof: Because cos  $ cos, it is sufficient to prove the inequality for values 
between 0 and 1 2⁄ .  Notice that if  $ 0 then we have equality.  It is known that 
[DR03] 
cos/ $ L t1  42:  1u»&+  
                        $ 1  4 L t1  42:  1u .»&+  
We let 
¼& $ L t1  42?  1u ,&+  
for : $ 2, 3, …  Then, 
 ¼& $ ¼& t1  42:  1u.  (1.5.1) 
So, 
cos/ $ 1  4 © lim&q» ¼&ª 
                                      $  1  41  4 ©1  4 lim&q» ¼&ª. (1.5.2) 
Using these facts and mathematical induction, we will prove that, for : $ 2, 3, …   
 1  4¼& Y 1  42:  1 . (1.5.3) 
Base Step:  Suppose : $ 2.  Then, 
1  4¼&  1  42:  1 $ 1  4¼  1  422  1 
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                                                           $ 1  4 t1  49 u  1  43  
                                                              $ 1  49  4  16W9  1  43  
                        $ 209  16W9  
                                   $ 49 5  4 Y 0, 
since 0 -  - 1 2⁄ .  Hence, for : $ 2, inequality (1.5.3) holds. 
Induction Step:  Suppose (1.5.3) is true for some : ! 2.  Then,  
     1  4¼&  1  42:  1  1   
                    $ 1  4¼& t1  42:  1u  1  42:  1 , by 1.5.1 
                  Y t1  42:  1u t1  42:  1u  1  42:  1 , by induction assumption 
                   $ 1  42:  1  42:  1  16W2:  12:  1  1  42:  1 
                   $ 4  12:  1  12:  1  42:  12:  1  12:  1 
                   $ 4 2:  1  2:  1  4  2:  12:  12:  12:  1  
                   $ 4 2:  1  4:  4:  1  4  4:  12:  12:  1  
                   $ 4  3  2:  42:  12:  1. 
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Now, clearly 4 ! 0 and 2:  1 ! 0.  Since : ! 2 and 0 -  - 1 2⁄  , we also 
have 2:  1 Y 0 and 
3  2:  4 ! 3  22  4 ! 7  4 Y 7  40 Y 0. 
Therefore, 
4 t 3  2:  42:  12:  1u Y 0, 
and so, 
1  4¼& Y 1  42:  1  1 , 
which completes our induction and proves (1.5.3). 
Next, we evaluate the limit as : approaches infinity for each side of (1.5.3) 
and get  
  lim&q»1  4¼& ! lim&q» 1  42:  1 $ 1  0 $ 1. (1.5.4) 
Notice that the above inequality is not strict.  This is because of the known fact that 
if & Y & then  
 lim&q» & ! lim&q» &. (1.5.5) 
Clearly (1.5.2) and (1.5.4) yield 
cos/ $ 1  41  4 ©1  4 lim&q» ¼&ª ! 1  41  4 , 
as desired.    h 
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Using a process like that above, we can also prove the following similar 
theorem.  Therefore, we leave the proof of Theorem 1.5.2 to the reader, and move on 
to Theorem 1.5.3. 
Theorem 1.5.2.  If  1 2⁄ -  - 1 2⁄  , then  
cosh/  1  41  4 . 
Theorem 1.5.3.  If 0 - || - 1, then  
sinh//   1  1   . 
Proof:  Notice first that the left-hand side of the inequality above is always positive.  
The right-hand side is negative if || Y 1.  Therefore, these are not possible values 
for , and so it must be the case that 0 - || - 1.  It is known that [DR03] 
sinh// $ L t1  :u»&+  
                       $ 1   L t1  :u .»&+  
Let 
¾& $ L t1  ?u&+  
for : $ 2, 3, …  Then, 
  ¾& $ ¾& t1  :  1u.  (1.5.6) 
So, 
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sinh// $ 1   © lim&q» ¾&ª 
                                                 $ 1  1   ©1   lim&q» ¾&ª. (1.5.7) 
Using the equations above and mathematical induction again, we will prove that, for 
: $ 2, 3, …   
 1  ¾& - 1  :  . (1.5.8) 
Base Step:  Suppose : $ 2.  Then, 
1  ¾&  1  : $ 1  ¾  1  2  
                                           $ 1   t1  2u  1  2  
                                        $ 1   t1  4 u  1  2  
                                      $ 1  4    W4  1  2  
       $  4  W4  
                     $  t4  W4 u - 0. 
Hence, for : $ 2, inequality (1.5.8) holds. 
Induction Step:  Suppose (1.5.8) is true for some : ! 2.  Thus we have  
              1  ¾&  1  :  1   
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        $ 1  ¾& 1  :  1  1  :  1 , by 1.5.6 
                                   - t1  : u 1  :  1  1  :  1 , by induction assumption 
                                    $ 1  :  1  :  W::  1  1  :  1 
                                    $ :  :  1  W  ::  1::  1  
                                    $ :  :  2:    W  :  :::  1  
                                    $   W::  1 
                                    $     W::  1 - 0. 
which completes our induction and proved (1.5.8). 
Next, we evaluate the limit as n approaches infinity for each side of (1.5.8) 
and have 
  lim&q»1  ¾&  lim&q» 1  :  $ 1  0 $ 1. (1.5.9) 
Again, the inequality above is not strict by (1.5.5).  Combining (1.5.7) and (1.5.9) 
yields 
sinh// $ 1  1   ©1   lim&q» ¾&ª  1  1   , 
as desired.    h 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 
GEOMETRIC INEQUALITIES 
 
 
 
 
In this chapter, we examine geometric inequalities related to the triangle and 
conic sections.  While there are numerous inequalities about the parts of the 
triangle, we mostly focus on those that have quite simple results but are in fact very 
applicable and quite interesting.  Following this discussion about triangle 
inequalities, we consider inequalities that arise from conic sections and their 
tangent lines. 
2.1        The Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Inequality     
In the next section, we develop several inequalities about the angles, sides, 
and altitudes of a triangle.  Interestingly, many of them are found by simply applying 
the Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Inequality.  There are quite a few proofs of this 
famous inequality, including Cauchy’s lengthy algebraic proof by induction, but the 
two we look at are much shorter and very elegant.  The first was completed by 
George Pólya [HLP64] and the second is an application of the Lagrange method 
[Ste12]. 
Theorem 2.1.1. (The Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Inequality) For any set of n 
nonnegative real numbers, , , … , &, 
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    F  &: ! [ ·  · … · &] . 
Equality holds if and only if  $  $ F $ &. 
Proof 1.  Let , , … , &be a list of n nonnegative real numbers.  We also let A 
denote their arithmetic mean and G their geometric mean.  That is, 
 $     F  &:   and  ¾ $ [ ·  · … · &]  . 
We start by showing that D $ e    1 ! 0 for all real values of .  Well, 
DE $ e  1 $ 0 when  $ 0.  So,  $ 0 is our only critical value for D.  Since 
DEE $ e is not only continuous near  $ 0 but also positive at  $ 0, we can 
apply the Second Derivative Test (see Stewart [Ste12]).  The Second Derivative Test 
tells us that D has a local minimum at  $ 0 and hence an absolute minimum 
since this is our only critical value.  Therefore, D0 $ 0 is the absolute minimum 
value, implying that  D $  e    1 ! 0, or e ! 1  , for all real values of .  If 
we let  $ * ⁄   1, then we have 
e¿_ k ! 1  *  1 $ *  , 
for all = $ 1, 2, … , :.  So, 
eÀ_ k eÁ_ k … e]_ k !     … & , 
which gives us 
eÀÁF]_  k& !  ·  · … · &&  . 
But, with A and G as defined above, our inequality becomes 
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e&k& $ ej $ 1 ! ¾&&  . 
Hence, 
& ! ¾&, 
and therefore, 
        ! ¾.    h 
Proof 2:  Suppose , , … , &are a list of n nonnegative real numbers.  Let 
D, , … , & $ [ ·  · … · &]  , 
with the constraint that these numbers add to a constant c.  Now, we let  
Â, , … , & $     F  & $ . 
We want to find the maximum value of f for which the constraint Â   $ 0.   
Consider  
¼, , … , &, Ã $ D, , … , &  ÃHÂ, , … , &  J 
                                          $ [ ·  · … · &]  ÃH    F  &  J, 
where Ã is a parameter called the Lagrange multiplier.  Lagrange’s method states 
that the maximum and/or minimum will occur where the partial derivatives of ¼ 
(with respect to each variable) equal zero.  So, we are looking to solve the following 
equations simultaneously: 
Ä¼ÄÃ $ 0 and Ä¼Ä* $ 0   
for each 1  =  :.  Notice that 
ÄDÄ $ [ · … · &] · 1: · &k $ 1: [ ·  · … · &]  
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and 
ÄÂÄ $ 1. 
We do the same for each * and obtain Ä¼Ä $ 1: [ ·  · … · &]   Ã1 $ 0, Ä¼Ä $ 1: [ ·  · … · &]   Ã1 $ 0,                                                       Å    
Ä¼Ä& $ 1:& [ ·  · … · &]   Ã1 $ 0. 
The equations above may be rewritten as  
[ ·  · … · &] $ Ã: , 
[ ·  · … · &] $ Ã: , 
                                                          Å    
[ ·  · … · &] $ Ã:& , 
and so it is clear that we must have 
Ã: $ Ã: $ F $ Ã:&. 
Hence, 
 $  $ F $ &. 
This, together with  
Ä¼ÄÃ $     F  &   $ 0. 
 yields 
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     F  & $ :* $ , 
or, 
* $ : . 
for each 1  =  :. Therefore, 
D, , … , & $ D : , : , … , :  
                                   $ Æ: : … : ]  
             $ Ç&:& ]  
      $ : 
                                       $     F  &:  . 
 Again, the Lagrange method guarantees that this is a maximum or minimum 
value for f.  But, regardless of how small each *, there is no minimum value.  Hence, 
this must be a maximum.  Therefore, 
      [ ·  · … · &]      F  &:  .    h 
2.2        Inequalities in the triangle 
Now that we have established the Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Inequality, we 
will define some notation that will be used throughout this chapter. Let a, b, and c be 
the lengths of the sides of ∆	
 opposite the vertices A, B, and C, respectively. We 
let r be the radius of the inscribed circle (inradius) and R the radius of the 
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circumscribed circle (circumradius).  Finally, s will denote the semi-perimeter of 
∆	
 and ∆ will be its area. 
Throughout the following section, we also utilize the well-known Heron’s 
Formula, which was discovered first by Heron of Alexandria.  Below is an impressive 
proof of the formula that is not only simpler than Heron’s, but was discovered by a 
high school student in 2007 [Edw07].  
Theorem 2.2.1. (Heron’s Formula)  ∆ $ [dd  d  d  . 
Proof.  Consider ∆	
 in Figure 2.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1: ∆	
 with inscribed circle of radius r 
We start by letting  $ >  <,  $   <, and  $   >.  Then d $   >  < 
will be the semi-perimeter.  Clearly, 2È  2É  2Ê $ 2/.  So, È  É  Ê $ /.  If we 
rotate our axis, then we have C  = $ Ëe*Ì, C  => $ Íe*Î , and C  =< $ Ïe*Ð.  So, 
C  =C  =>C  =< $ Ëe*ÌÍe*ÎÏe*Ð 
                                                             $ ËÍÏe*ÌÎÐ $ ËÍÏe*l $ ËÍÏ. 
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Therefore,  
ImHC  =C  =>C  =<J $ C  >  <  >< $ 0. 
So,  
C $ Ç ><  >  < $ Çd  d  d  d  . 
Hence, 
∆ $ C2  C2  C2  
     $ C (    2 ,                                                                      $ Cd 
             $ dÇd  d  d  d  
                                          $ [dd  d  d  .    h 
Now we establish the following theorem and two lemmas that will be used in 
the proof of Euler’s Inequality [Kla67]. 
Lemma 2.2.2.  ∆ $ Cd. 
Proof.  This was shown in the last few lines of Heron’s Formula. 
Lemma 2.2.3.  4B∆$ . 
Proof. Consider ∆	
 as in Figure 2.2 on the following page. 
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Figure 2.2: ∆	
 inscribed in a circle of radius R 
 
Notice that ¨Ò $ 1 2⁄ ¨	
Ó  and ¨Ò5 $ 1 2⁄ ¨	
Ó , so Ò Ô Ò5.  Since 
sin 5 $ 2B , 
we have 
 sin  $ 2B ,  (2.2.1) 
or 
B $ 2 sin  $ 2 sin   . 
Finally, since the area of ∆	
 is  
∆$  sin 2  , 
then  
B $ 4∆  , 
as desired.    h 
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Theorem 2.2.4.  C $ 4B sin 2⁄  sin	 2⁄  sin
 2⁄  . 
Proof.  Suppose ∆	
 is given as in Figure 2.1.  Then,  
 $ >  < $ C Pcot (	2,  cot (
2,Q 
                            $ C cos	 2⁄ sin	 2⁄   cos
 2⁄ sin
 2⁄  
                                                                $ C sin
 2⁄  cos	 2⁄   sin	 2⁄  cos
 2⁄ sin	 2⁄  sin
 2⁄   
                           $ C ÕsinH	 2⁄   
 2⁄ Jsin	 2⁄  sin
 2⁄  Ö, (2.2.2) 
Also, ¨Ò  ¨Ò	  ¨Ò
 $ 180, and so H¨Ò 2⁄ J  H¨Ò	 2⁄ J  H¨Ò
 2⁄ J $
90.  Therefore, H	 2⁄   
 2⁄ J and  2⁄  are complementary, which gives us  
sin (	2  
2, $ cos (2,. 
With this and (2.2.2) we obtain 
 $ C  cos 2⁄ sin	 2⁄  sin
 2⁄ , 
and so 
    C $  sin (	2, sin (
2, sec (2, .  
Next, we eliminate a from the equation above by means of (2.2.1) and get 
 C $ 2B sin  sin (	2, sin (
2, sec (2,. (2.2.3) 
Now, note the following trigonometric identity: 
sin 5 $ 2 sin (52, cos (52,, 
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or, equivalently, 
 sin 5 sec (52, $ 2 sin (52,. (2.2.4) 
So, by (2.2.3) and (2.2.4), 
C $ 4B sin (2, sin (	2, sin (
2, .    h 
There are many proofs in various mathematical publications of the following 
elegant result, which was first proved by Euler. Goldner completed his proof in 1950 
[Gol50], and Klamkin did his in 1967 [Kla67]. 
Theorem 2.2.5. (Euler’s Inequality)  B ! 2C. 
Proof 1. [Gol50]  Consider ∆	
 with semi-perimeter s and side lengths of a, b, and c 
across from A, B, and C, respectively.  Applying the Arithmetic-Geometric Mean 
Inequality (Theorem 2.1.1) to positive real numbers s – b and s – c, we have  
d    d   ! 2[d  d  . 
But,  
d    d   $     2        2   $ . 
 
So, 
 ! 2[d  d  . 
Similarly, 
 ! 2[d  d   
and 
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   ! 2[d  d   . (2.2.5) 
We multiply the left- and right-hand sides of these inequalities and get 
  ! 8d  d  d  . 
Now, since 4B∆$ , by Lemma 2.2.3, we have that 
4B∆ ! 8d  d  d  . 
Applying Heron’s Formula (Theorem 2.2.1) to the inequality above, we obtain 
4B∆ ! 8 ∆d  . 
Lemma 2.2.2 states that ∆ $ Cd.  So, 
4B∆ ! 8C∆. 
And finally, 
         B ! 2C.    h 
Proof 2.  [Kla67]  Consider ∆	
 as in Figure 2.3 below, with sides of length a, b, and 
c, across from vertices A, B, and C, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3: ∆	
 with inradius r 
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We again begin by applying the Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Inequality 
(Theorem 2.1.1) three times, to the pairs , >, >, <, and <, .  Then, 
  > ! 2[>, >  < ! 2[><, <   ! 2√<. 
 Upon multiplying, we obtain 
    >>  <<   ! 8><, (2.2.6) 
with equality when ∆	
 is equilateral.  Now, from Figure 2.3, we see that 
  $ 2d  , > $ 2d  , < $ 2d  . (2.2.7) 
So, if we replace x, y, and z in both sides of (2.2.6) as in (2.2.7), we get 
82d    2d    2d     $ 8 ! 8H8d  d  d  J. 
Thus, 
 ! 8d  d  d  . 
Equivalently,  
d ! 8dd  d  d  . 
Now, we apply Lemma 2.2.3 (4B∆$  to the left-hand side and Heron’s Formula 
(Theorem 2.2.1) to the right-hand side and get that 
4B∆d ! 8∆. 
So, 
Bd ! 2∆. 
Then, by Lemma 2.2.2 (∆$ Cd, 
Bd ! 2Cd. 
Hence, 
       B ! 2C.    h 
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Our next Theorem, which relates the side lengths of a triangle to its 
circumradius, also comes from Goldner [Gol50]. 
Theorem 2.2.6.  1 ⁄   1 ⁄   1 ⁄  ! H3 2B⁄ J. 
Proof.  First, note that from (2.2.1), we have B $ H 2 sin ⁄ J.  Similarly then, 
B $ 2 sin 
  , 
or, 
 $ 2B sin 
. 
This, together with (2.2.5), gives us that that 
2B sin 
 ! 2[d  d  . 
Equivalently, 
2B sin 
  [dd   ! 2[dd  d  d   
                                                                      $ 2∆,     by Heron’s Formula (Theorem 2.2.1) 
    $  sin 
, 
since the area of any triangle is known to be  
 ∆ $   sin 
2 $  sin 2 $  sin 	2 . (2.2.8) 
Hence,  
 2B[dd   ! . (2.2.9) 
By the Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Inequality (Theorem 2.1.1), 
 d  d  2 ! [dd   (2.2.10) 
Using (2.2.9) in (2.2.10) we have 
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d  d  2 ! 2B  , 
or,  
B2d   ! . 
Thus, 
B   ! , 
and so, 
 1  1 ! 1B. 
Similarly, 
1  1 ! 1B 
and 
1  1 ! 1B. 
Adding these three, we obtain: 
2  2  2 ! 3B . 
Hence, 
           1  1  1 ! 32B  .    h 
We will continue with more inequalities regarding the triangle, with two 
theorems proven by Melville in 2004 [Mel04]. 
Theorem 2.2.7.       ! 4√3∆. 
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Proof:  Again, we consider ∆	
 with side lengths of a, b, and c.  Our proof begins 
with some simple algebra and applying a formula for the area of a triangle: 
      4√3∆ $ 2  2        4√3 (12  sin ,. 
Now, since      $ 2 cos  (Law of Cosines), we have 
      4√3∆ $  2  2  2 cos    4√3 (12  sin , 
                            $ 2×    cos   √3 sin Ø. (2.2.11) 
Using the difference identity for cosine, we have 
cos   /3 $ cos  cos /3  sin  sin /3. 
    $ 12 cos   √32 sin . 
Hence,  
cos   √3 sin  $ 2 cos   /3. 
And so, (2.2.11) becomes 
                              4√3∆ $ 2 ©    2 cos   /3ª 
                                                                  ! 2H    2J, since 1  cos  / 3⁄   1 
                                                                  $ 2   ! 0. 
Hence,       4√3∆ ! 0, with equality when  $ / 3⁄  and b = c, i.e. when 
∆	
 is equilateral.  This completes our proof.    h 
Theorem 2.2.8.  Let Ù_, Ùa , and Ù`  denote the lengths of the altitudes drawn from A, 
B, and C, respectively.  Then, 
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1Ù_  1Ùa  1Ù` ! √3∆ . 
Proof.  Using simple trigonometry, we can see that Ù_ $  sin 
 and Ùa $  sin 
.  So, 1Ù_  1Ùa $ 1 sin 
  1 sin 
 
                $    sin 
 
                                                 $   4∆  , (2.2.12) 
by (2.2.8).  Similarly, 
 
  1Ùa  1Ù`  $   4∆  , (2.2.13) 
and 
 1Ù`  1Ù_  $   4∆  . (2.2.14) 
Adding (2.2.12), (2.2.13), and (2.2.14) gives us 
2 t 1Ù_  1Ùa  1Ù`u $ 2    4∆  , 
which simplifies to be 
1Ù_  1Ùa  1Ù` $     4∆  . 
Finally, we apply Theorem 2.2.7 and obtain our desired result: 
    1Ù_  1Ùa  1Ù` ! √3∆  .    h 
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Interestingly, upon combining Theorems 2.2.7 and 2.2.8 we get the following: 
     t 1Ù_  1Ùa  1Ù`u ! 12. 
Our next discoveries begin with an acute triangle, ∆	
, as pictured in 
Figure 2.4 below.   
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Acute ∆	
 with inscribed pedal triangle, ∆ 
 
Suppose we draw the altitudes from A, B, and C to the sides opposite (the 
dashed lines).  Call the points of intersection of the altitudes with the side of the 
triangle points X, Y, and Z, respectively.  This triangle, ∆, is called the pedal 
triangle.  The pedal triangle of an acute triangle has a perimeter no greater than any 
of the inscribed triangles.  Garfunkel used this property to prove the theorems that 
follow [Gar69]. 
Theorem 2.2.9.  Suppose ∆	
 is acute.  Then,  2B⁄  d.   
Proof:  Consider acute ∆	
 and pedal ∆ as in Figure 2.4.  Let P denote the 
perimeter of ∆.  It is known that the perimeter of the pedal triangle of an acute 
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triangle equals twice the area of the given triangle, divided by the radius of the 
circumscribed circle.  Hence, 
 $ 2∆B   
                $ 2H 4B⁄ JB  , (2.2.15) 
by Lemma 2.2.3.  So, 
  $ 2B .  (2.2.16) 
Now, let a, b, and c be the lengths of the sides opposite A, B, and C, 
respectively.  Consider inscribed ∆ formed by joining the midpoints of a, b, 
and c, as shown in Figure 2.5 below.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5: Acute ∆	
 with midpoints of sides joined to form ∆ 
 
Then,  $  2⁄  ,  $  2⁄  , and  $  2⁄ .  Let P’ denote the perimeter of ∆.  So,  
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E $     2 $ d. (2.2.17) 
Now, using the fact that   Ú (as discussed above) along with (2.2.16) and 
(2.2.17), we obtain our desired result: 
        2B   d .    h 
Theorem 2.2.10. Suppose ∆	
 is acute.  Then, 
sin   sin 	  sin 
  cos 2⁄   cos	 2⁄   cos
 2⁄ . 
Proof.  Consider the circle with center I inscribed in ∆	
.  Call the points of 
tangency D, E, and F (see Figure 2.6 below).  Joining these points we get inscribed 
∆ÛÜ¼.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6: Acute ∆	
 with inscribed circle 
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 Û $ 	Û · sin (	2,. (2.2.18) 
Also, ¨ÒÞÛ
 $ ¨ÒÞÛ	 $ 90° since r is a radius and D is a point of tangency.  So, in 
∆	ÞÛ, 
tan (	2, $ C	Û , 
or, 
 	Û $ C · cot (	2,.   (2.2.19) 
Combining (2.2.18) and (2.2.19) we have 
Û $ C cot (	2, sin (	2, $ C cos (	2, . 
Hence, Û¼ $ 2C cos	 2⁄ .  Similarly, ÛÜ $ 2C cos
 2⁄  and Ü¼ $ 2C cos 2⁄ .  Let 
P’’ denote the perimeter of ∆ÛÜ¼.  Then, 
   EE $ 2C Pcos (2,  cos (	2,  cos (
2,Q. (2.2.20) 
Now, as stated above, the perimeter of the pedal triangle is no greater than the 
perimeter of any inscribed triangle.  This, together with (2.2.16) and (2.2.20) gives 
us that 
   2B  2C Pcos (2,  cos (	2,  cos (
2,Q. (2.2.21) 
Now, by Lemmas 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, 
    $ 4BCd.  (2.2.22) 
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Assume, without loss of generality, that ∆	
 is inscribed in a circle with a diagonal 
of length one (since we can always shrink a triangle down, preserving angle 
measure.)  That is, B $ 1 2⁄ .  Then, (2.2.22) reduces to 
 $ 2Cd. 
And so, by (2.2.21) and the equation above, 
 2Cd2B   2C Pcos (2,  cos (	2,  cos (
2,Q , 
giving us  
d2B   Pcos (2,  cos (	2,  cos (
2,Q, 
which implies 
    4B   Pcos (2,  cos (	2,  cos (
2,Q, 
and so 
       Pcos (2,  cos (	2,  cos (
2,Q,  (2.2.23) 
since B $ 1 2⁄ .  Now, it is known that  sin ⁄  $  sin 	⁄  $  sin 
⁄  $ 2B.  
With B $ 1 2⁄  , then  $ sin ,  $ sin 	, and  $ sin 
.  Using this fact in (2.2.23), 
we get our desired result: 
      sin   sin 	  sin 
  cos (2,  cos (	2,  cos (
2, .    h 
2.3        The Erdß s-Mordell Inequality 
Our next geometric inequality was proposed by Paul Erdo s in 1935 and later 
proven by L. J. Mordell in 1937 [Niv81]. 
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Theorem 2.3.1. (Erdß s-Mordell Inequality)  Suppose P is any point on the interior 
of ∆	
.  Let B, B, and B be the distances from P to the vertices of the triangle and C, C, and C the distances from P to the sides.  Then, B  B  B ! 2C  C  C, 
with equality if and only if the triangle is equilateral and P is the centroid. 
Proof.  Let ∆	
 be labeled as in Figure 2.7 below.  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7: ∆	
 with an interior point P 
 
 
Now, consider quadrilateral AMPN (see Figure 2.8 below).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.8: ∆	
 with quadrilateral AMPN 
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We let Ò	
 $ È, Ò $ 5, and Òá $ à.  Since ¨Òá $ ¨Ò $
90°, then quadrilateral AMPN is cyclic.  Therefore, we can circumscribe a circle 
around points A, M, P, and N.  In this circle, angles 5 and à cut off the same arc, so 
5 $ à.  Applying the Law of Sines to ∆, we see that  
Bsin Ò $ sin 5 . 
But, sin Ò $ sin 90° $ 1 and 5 $ à, so we have 
 B $ sin à . (2.3.1) 
Applying the Law of Sines to ∆á yields 
 ásin È $ sin à . (2.3.2) 
And so, by (2.3.1) and (2.3.2), we get 
B $ ásin È , 
which gives us 
 B sin È $ á. (2.3.3) 
Since the angles in a quadrilateral must add to 360, ¨Òá  ¨ÒÈ $ 180°.  
So, with the property that cos180  i $  cosi for any i, cos Òá $
 cos È .  Then, applying the Law of Cosines to ∆á, we obtain,  
á $ C  C  2CC cos Òá 
                  $ C  C  2CC cos È.   (2.3.4) 
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Suppose in ∆	
 we call Ò	
 and Ò
	 É and Ê, respectively.  Then 
È  É  Ê $ 180, so È $ 180  É  Ê.  Again, with cos180  i $  cosi, we 
then have  
                        cos È $ cosH180  É  ÊJ $  cosÉ  Ê 
                                                                             $ cos É cos Ê  sin É sin Ê 
                                                                        $ sin É sin Ê  cos É cos Ê. (2.3.5) 
So, substituting (2.3.5) in (2.3.4), 
á $ C  C  2CCsin É sin Ê  cos É cos Ê                   $ C  C  2CC sin É sin Ê  2CCcos É cos Ê             $ Csin Ê  cos Ê  Csin É  cos É       2CC sin É sin Ê  2CCcos É cos Ê        $ C sin Ê  2CC sin É sin Ê  C sin É                 C cos Ê 2CCcos É cos Ê  C cos É                  $ C sin Ê  C sin É  C cos Ê  C cos É                                               ! C sin Ê  C sin É. 
Hence, 
á ! C sin Ê  C sin É. 
(Note here that we can square root both sides since we know á Y 0 and 
È, É, Ê - 180°, so sin È, sin É, sin Ê ! 0.)  But, by (2.3.3) we have á $ B sin È.  So, B sin È ! C sin Ê  C sin É. 
Therefore, 
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B ! C (sin Êsin È,  C (sin Ésin È,. 
Following the analogous process for B and B, we also have 
B ! C (sin Êsin É,  C (sin Èsin É, 
and 
B ! C (sin Ésin Ê,  C (sin Èsin Ê,. 
So, 
B  B  B ! C (sin Êsin É  sin Ésin Ê,  C (sin Êsin È  sin Èsin Ê,  C (sin Ésin È  sin Èsin É,. 
For any positive number x, we know that   1/ ! 2.  Applying this to the 
inequality above, we obtain our desired result: 
B  B  B ! 2C  C  C. 
Finally, suppose ∆	
 is equilateral with a side length of 2x.  Then, its height 
is √3.   Also, suppose P is the centroid.  It is known that in an equilateral triangle, 
the distance from the centroid to the base of the triangle is 1/3 of the height.  Hence, 
C $ C $ C $ √3 3⁄ .  Through simple trigonometry we also have B $ B $
B $ 2√3 3⁄ , and so we have equality above.    h  
2.4        An inequality for the sides and inradius of a triangle 
 In 2012, Y. Wu and Srivastava (who is known to have published over 1,000 
papers) proved the following conjecture of S. Wu [WS12]. 
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Theorem 2.4.1.  Suppose ∆	
 has sides of length a, b, and c and inradius r.  Suppose 
also, without loss of generality, that 0      .  Then, 
[    [    [    t1  √22 u       3√32  √2C. 
It turns out the proof of this theorem is quite tedious.  We start by establishing the 
following three Lemmas. 
Lemma 2.4.2.  Let ∆	
 have sides of length a, b, and c and semi-perimeter s.  
Suppose, without loss of generality, that 0      .  Then, 
[    √22     √64  · Æd  d ·      2[d  d   . 
Proof.  From the Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Inequality (Theorem 2.1.1), we have 
√     2  , 
which implies 
4     $   2  . 
Therefore, 
    2  . 
Adding  2⁄  and  2⁄  to both sides and simplifying, we get, 
12       . 
So, 
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 √22     [  .  (2.4.1) 
Next, notice that 
             [    √22    
$ [    t√22 u    ×√    √2 2⁄   Ø×√    √2 2⁄   Ø 
                         $     1 2⁄   √    √2 2⁄    
                         $ 2      2√    √2   
                         $   2√    √2   
                            √2    √2   , by 2.4.1 
                         $   2√2   . 
Hence, 
 [    t√22 u       2√2   . (2.4.2) 
Again applying the Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Inequality (Theorem 2.1.1), 
we can see that 
   $ d    d   ! 2[d  d  . (2.4.3) 
So, 
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√3Æd  d  · 1    √3Æd  d  · 1  2[d  d   , 
or, equivalently, 
 √32 Æd  d   √3Æd  d  · 1  2[d  d    . (2.4.4) 
Also, notice that  
                                  3d  4d  1   $ 3    4      1   
                                            $ 3        4d4         
                                                                         $     2H2  3    3  J4        , 
with some tedious computation.  We assumed that     .  So,     2 ! 0.  
Therefore,  
    2H2  3    3  J4        ! 0 , 
and so, 
1     3d  4d  . 
And then, 
  1     √32 Æd  d  . (2.4.5) 
Upon combining (2.4.4) and (2.4.5), we obtain 
1     √3Æd  d  · 1  2[d  d   . 
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Notice that if we divide both sides of the above inequality by 2√2 and multiply both 
sides by   , then 
   2√2     √64  · Æd  d  ·     2[d  d   . (2.4.6) 
Thus, by (2.4.2) and (2.4.6), 
      [    √22     √64  · Æd  d  ·     2[d  d    .    h 
Lemma 2.4.3.  Again, let ∆	
 have sides of length a, b, and c and semi-perimeter s.  
Suppose also, without loss of generality, that 0      .  Then, 
[    [    2Ç  (  2 ,  √68  · Æd  d ·      2[d  d   . 
Proof.  Let > $ √   and < $ √  .  Since     , we then have 
> $ [    [   $ √2 
and 
< $ [    [   $ √2 . 
So, 
>  √2 
and 
<  √2 . 
Therefore, 
>  < $ >  2><  < 
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                       2  4  2 
           $ 2  . (2.4.7) 
Now, 
                                      >  < $ >  2><  < 
                                                       $ 2>  2<  >  2><  < 
                                                       $ 2>  <  >  < 
                                                       $ 2        >  <>  <>  <   
                                                       $ 22      >  <>  <  
                                                       $ 22            >  <  
                        $ 22          >  <  . (2.4.8) 
Then (2.4.7) together with (2.4.8) gives us 
       22          >  <  
                                                       22          2     
                                                      $ 4  2  2    2  
            $ 4  2  2  2    2  
                                                      $ 4    2    2    2  
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         $ 4        2  .        (2.4.9) 
Hence, by (2.4.8) and (2.4.9), 
           >  <  4        2  . 
Next we square root and use that > $ √  , < $ √  .  This yields 
[    [    Ç4        2  . 
Subtracting equal values from both sides we get 
                           [    [    2Ç  (  2 , 
                                             Ç4        2  [4    . 
Now we multiply by its conjugate over its conjugate and have 
   [    [    2Ç  (  2 , 
                                             4      H   2⁄ J  4    [4      H   2⁄ J  [4     
                                            $ H   2⁄ J[4      H   2⁄ J  [4     
                                              H   2⁄ J[4      [4     
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                          $   4[4     .      (2.4.10) 
Next, notice 
    3d  8d  14                                                                                 
 $ 3    8      14     
                            $ 3    H4    J  8    8    H4    J  
                          $     2H10  3    3  J8    H4    J  , 
with some tedious computation.  Recall we assumed that      and so 
    2 ! 0.  Therefore, 
    2H10  3    3  J8    H4    J ! 0. 
Hence, 
14       3d  8d  , 
which is equivalent to 
  1[4       √64 · Æd  d · 1  , 
and also equivalent to 
   4[4       √616 · Æd  d ·     . (2.4.11) 
Finally, by (2.4.3), 
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√68 Æd  d  ·       √68 Æd  d  ·     2[d  d   , 
or, 
 √616 Æd  d  ·     √68 Æd  d  ·     2[d  d   . (2.4.12) 
Therefore, from (2.4.10) – (2.4.12) we have  
[    [    2Ç  (  2 ,  √68 Æd  d  ·     2[d  d   , 
our desired result.    h 
Lemma 2.4.4.  Again, let ∆	
 have sides of length a, b, and c and semi-perimeter s.  
Suppose also, without loss of generality, that 0      .  Let 
 D, ,  â [    [    [   
                           t1  √22 u       3√32  √2 · [dd  d  d  d  . 
Then, 
D, ,   D (,   2 ,   2 ,. 
Proof.  Notice 
D (,   2 ,   2 , â Ç  (  2 ,  Ç(  2 ,  (  2 ,  Ç(  2 ,   
                                             t1  √22 u (    2    2 , 
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                                            3√32  √2 · [dd  Hd    /2JHd    /2Jd  
                                         $ 2Ç  (  2 ,  √22    
                                             t1  √22 u       
                          3√32  √22  · Çd  d  . (2.4.13) 
So, by (2.4.13) we are equivalently trying to prove 
[    [    [    t1  √22 u      
 3√32  √2 · [dd  d  d  d  
 2Ç  (  2 ,  √22     t1  √22 u      
 3√32  √22  · Çd  d  , 
or,  
 [    [    [    √22     2Ç  (  2 , 
   3√32  √22  Çd  d  . ©  2[d  d  ª. (2.4.14) 
Now notice that, with some algebra,  
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©  2[d  d  ª   2[d  d    2[d  d   $     2[d  d   . 
This, together with (2.4.14), and we are equivalently trying to prove 
[    [    [    √22     2Ç  (  2 , 
   3√32  √22  Çd  d  .     2[d  d   . (2.4.15) 
Hence, if we prove (2.4.15), we have achieved our desired result. 
By Lemmas 2.4.2 and 2.4.3,  
[    √22     [    [    2Ç  (  2 , 
 t3√68 u Æd  d ·      2[d  d   
Since 3√6 8⁄  - ×3√32  √2 2⁄ Ø, then 
[    √22     [    [    2Ç  (  2 , 
 3√32  √22  Æd  d ·      2[d  d   , 
which is precisely 2.4.15).    h 
 With the above lemmas established, we are now ready to prove Theorem 
2.4.1.  Note first that by Lemma 2.2.2, C $ ∆/d and by Heron’s formula (Theorem 
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2.2.1), ∆ $ [dd  d  d  , where ∆ denotes the area of ∆	
.  So, for 
Theorem 2.4.1, we are proving 
[    [    [    t1  √22 u      
  3√32  √2 [dd  d  d  d  0.  (2.4.16) 
The left-hand side of (2.4.16) is precisely D, , , and from Lemma 2.4.4, 
we have that D, ,   D,    2⁄ ,    2⁄ .  So, if we can show that 
D,    2⁄ ,    2⁄   0, then we will have what we need.  Therefore, by 
(2.4.13), we are now working to prove that 
2Ç  (  2 ,  √22     t1  √22 u      
   3√32  √22  Çd  d   0. (2.4.17) 
Without loss of generality, we let  $ 1 and H   2⁄ J $ . (Note that  ! 1 
since     .   Then, (2.4.17) becomes 
 2[1    √2  t1  √22 u 1  2  3√32  √22  Çd  1d  
         $ 2[1    √2  1  2  √22  √2  3√32  √22  Çd  1d  
   $ 2[1    2  t1  √22 u  3√32  √22  Çd  1d  0.   (2.4.18) 
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Notice,  
d  1d $
    2  1    2 $
      2     $ 2  12  1. 
Applying this to (2.4.18), we see that we are now equivalently proving 
 Â $ 2[1    2  t1  √22 u  3√32  √22  · Ç2  12  1  0,  (2.4.19) 
where  ! 1.  Since [2  1 2  1⁄ - 1, we have that 
  Â -  2[1    2  t1  √22 u  3√32  √22 .  (2.4.20) 
 Now, 
2[1    2 $ 2 [1     
                                                            $ 2 [1     t√1    √1    u 
                               $ 2 t1    √1    u 
                               $ 2 ( 1√1    , 
                      - 2 ( 1√  , 
      $ 1 ,  (2.4.21) 
So, (2.4.20) together with (2.4.21) gives us 
Â -  1  t1  √22 u  3√32  √22 ã 1  0.18. 
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Then, Â  0 when 1 ⁄   0.18  0, or when  ! 5.6.  We have left to show then 
that Â  0 for 1   - 5.6.  Figure 2.9 below is the graph of Â for 1    10.   
Clearly from the graph, Â  0 for these values of  as well.  This completes our 
proof.    h 
 
 
Figure 2.9: Graph of g(x) for 1    10. 
 
2.5        Inequalities for areas associated with conics 
It has long been known that the area of the triangle formed by three tangent 
lines to a parabola is equal to half that of the triangle formed by joining their points 
of tangency.  In 1991, Day found equally beautiful results for both the ellipse and the 
hyperbola [Day91].  The area of the triangle formed by three tangent lines to an 
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ellipse is strictly greater than half that of the triangle formed by joining their points 
of tangency.  The area of the triangle formed by three tangent lines to a hyperbola is 
strictly less than half that of the triangle formed by joining their points of tangency 
(provided the three points lie on the same branch of the hyperbola.)  We will 
explore his proofs for the parabola and ellipse below, omitting the proof for the 
hyperbola, because it is very similar to that for the ellipse.  We begin with an 
important lemma.  
Lemma 2.5.1. Let , >, , >, and , > be any three points in the plane.  The 
area of the triangle, ∆, formed by joining the three points is 
∆ $ 12 |>  >  >  >  >  >|. 
Proof.  Let  $ , >, ä $ , >, and B $ , > be any three points in the 
plane.  Also let  
äåååååæ $ ç $   è  >  >é  0ê, 
and 
Båååååæ $ ë $   è  >  >é  0ê. ∆ will denote the area of ∆äB.  It is known that ∆ = 1 2⁄ ìç G  ëì, where ìçì is 
the Euclidian norm of vector u.   So,     
                ∆ $ 12 í è é ê   >  > 0   >  > 0í 
             $ 12 @|è| r>  > 0>  > 0r  |é| r   0   0r  |ê| ¦   >  >   >  >¦@ 
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                    $ @12 ¦   >  >   >  >¦@ 
                    $ ­12   > 1   >  > 0   >  > 0­. 
We can add and subtract rows in any matrix without changing the value of the 
determinant.  So, we add row 1 to row 2, replacing row 2 by the result.  Similarly, we 
add row 1 to row 3, replacing row 3 by the result.  Hence, 
∆ $ ­12  > 1 > 1 > 1­, 
Finally, switching rows and columns does not change the value of the determinant 
either.  Therefore,  
∆$ ­12 @  > > >1 1 1 @­ $ 12 |>  >  >  >  >  >|, 
as desired.    h 
Theorem 2.5.2. The area of the triangle formed by three tangent lines to a parabola 
is equal to half that of the triangle formed by joining their points of tangency. 
Proof.  Let , >, , >, and , > be three points on the parabola with 
equation > $ 4, where  Y 0.  Let the area of the triangle formed by joining 
these three points be equal to ∆.  By Lemma 2.5.1, 
∆ $ 12 |>  >  >  >  >  >| 
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        $ 12 @>4 >  >  >4 >  >  >4 >  >@. 
Straightforward manipulation leads to  
 Δ $ 18 |>  >>  >>  >|. (2.5.1) 
Next we will find the equations of the tangent lines to the parabola at the 
points , >, , >, and , >.  Again, for the parabola, > $ 4.  Then, >E $ 2 >⁄ , and so we have 
>  > $ 2>   , 
or 
>>  > $ 2  2. 
Then, 
>>  4 $ 2  2, 
and so 
> $ 2  > . 
The same process is followed to get the equations of the tangent lines at , > and , >.  Hence, the equations of our three tangent lines are the following: 
> $ 2  > ,    > $ 2  >  ,   > $ 2  >  . 
And with some simple algebra, we find their three points of intersection to be 
(>>4 , >  >2 ,,   (>>4 , >  >2 ,,   (>>4 , >  >2 ,. 
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Let ∆Ú be the area of the triangle formed by the points of intersection of the tangent 
lines.  Then by Lemma 2.5.2, 
∆E $ 12 r>>4 (>  >2  >  >2 ,  >>4 (>  >2  >  >2 ,ï 
                                   ï >>4 (>  >2  >  >2 ,r 
                      $ 116 |>>>  >  >>>  >  >>>  >| 
                      $ 116 |>  >>  >>  >| 
                       $ 12 ∆ , 
by (2.5.1).  Therefore, the area of the triangle formed by three tangent lines to a 
parabola is equal to half that of the triangle formed by joining their points of 
tangency.    h 
Before we begin our proof for the ellipse, we prove the following lemma.  
Lemma 2.5.3.  Let È, É, and Ê be any real numbers.  Then 
cos È cos É cos Ê  sin  È sin É sin Ê  1. 
Proof.  Suppose a, b, c, d, e, f are any nonnegative real numbers.  Observe that upon 
multiplication,  
P  xeDQ $   3xeD  3xeD  xeD. 
But, by the Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Inequality (Theorem 2.1.1), 
3xeD  D  x  e  
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and 
3xeD  eD  xD  xe. 
Hence, 
P  xeDQ    D  x  e   eD  xD  xe  xeD 
                                     
                                         $   x  e  D.          
Therefore, 
   xeD    x  e  D . (2.5.2) 
Now, let È, É, and Ê be real numbers so that 
 $ cos È,         $ cos É,         $ cos Ê, 
            x $ sin È,        e $ sin É,         D $ sin Ê. 
Then, by (2.5.2), 
        cos È cos É cos Ê  sin È sin É sin Ê
 cos È  sin Ècos É  sin Écos Ê  sin Ê
$ 1.    h 
Note the following well-known trigonometric identities, which will be used in 
our proof of Theorem 2.5.4. 
 sin 5 $ 2 sin (52, cos (52, . (2.5.3) 
  sin5 v à $ sin 5 cos à v sin à cos 5. (2.5.4) 
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   sin 5 v sin à $ 2 sin (5 v à2 , cos t5 ð à2 u . (2.5.5) 
 cos 5 v cos à $ 2 sin (5 v à2 , sin tà ð 52 u. (2.5.6) 
Theorem 2.5.4.  The area of the triangle formed by three tangent lines to an ellipse is 
strictly greater than half that of the triangle formed by joining their points of 
tangency. 
Proof. For this proof, we will use the parametric equations for the ellipse.  We let 
 cos f,  sin f,  cos f,  sin f, and  cos f,  sin f be three points on the 
ellipse, with ,  Y 0.  We also let ∆ denote the area of the triangle formed by joining 
these three points.  Then, by Lemma 2.5.1, 
 ∆ $ 12 |cos fsin f  sin fï  cos fsin f  sin f ï  cos fsin f  sin f| 
    $ 12 |cos f sin f  cos f sin f  cos f sin f  cos f sin f ï 
            ïcos f sin f  cos f sin f| 
    $ 12 |sinf  f  sinf  f  sinf  f|, by 2.5.4 
     $ 12 |sinf  f  sinf  f  sinf  f | 
     $ 12  r2sin (f  f2 , cos (f  f2 ,  sinf  f  sinf  f  r , by 2.5.3 
       $ 12  r2sin (f  f2 , cos (f  f2 ,ï ï 2sin (f  f2 , cos (f  f  2f2 ,r , by 2.5.5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     $  rsin (f  f2 , cos (f  f2 ,  sin (f  f2 , cos (f  f  2f2 , r  
     $  rsin (f  f2 , Pcos (f  f2 ,  cos (f  f  2f2 , Qr 
       $  rsin (f  f2 , P2 sin (f  f2 , sin (f  f2 , Qr , by 2.5.6 
 $ 2 rsin (f  f2 , sin (f  f2 , sin (f  f2 ,r.       (2.5.7) 
Next we will find the equations of the tangent lines to the ellipse at the points 
 cos f,  sin f,  cos f,  sin f, and  cos f,  sin f.  First consider the 
equation of the ellipse: 
  > $ 1 
Differentiating, we have  
x>x $  > , 
and then the equation of the tangent line at , > takes the form 
>  > $  >   . 
Therefore, 
>>  > $     , 
and so, 
  >> $   > $ 1. 
With , > $  cos f,  sin f, the above equation becomes 
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 cos f  > sin f $ 1. 
The same process is followed to get the equations of the lines tangent to the ellipse 
at the other two points.  Hence, the equations of our tangent lines are the following: 
 cos f  > sin f $ 1,    cos f  > sin f $ 1,    cos f  > sin f $ 1. 
To simplify our algebra for finding the points of intersection of the lines 
above, let cos f* $ * and sin f* $ d*.  We also let cosf*  fI $ *I and sinf*  fI $
d*I.  Upon applying this notation, we have the following for the equations of our 
three tangent lines: 
    > d $ 1. (2.5.8) 
    > d $ 1. (2.5.9) 
    > d $ 1. (2.5.10) 
We can now much more clearly find the points of intersection.  We start by 
subtracting  times equation (2.5.9) from  times equation (2.5.8).  We obtain  > d  > d $   . 
So, 
> $   d  d  
                         $   d , by 2.5.4. 
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Next, we subtract d times equation (2.5.9) from d times equation (2.5.8).  This 
gives us  d   d $ d  d. 
So, 
 $ d  dd  d 
                           $ d  dd , by 2.5.4. 
The same process is applied to get the other two points.  Hence, our three points of 
intersection are the following: 
td  dd ,   d u , td  dd ,   d u , td  dd ,   d u. 
Let ∆Ú denote the area of the triangle formed by the three points of 
intersection.  Then, by Lemma 2.5.1, 
∆E$ 12 @d  dd t  d    d uï 
             d  dd t  d    d u 
             ï d  dd t  d    d u@ 
   $ 2 @dd  d    dd  d  ddd ï 
 dd  d    dd  d  ddd  
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 ï dd  d    dd  d  ddd @ 
    $ 2 @dHd  d    d  d  Jddd ï 
                dHd  d    d  d  Jddd    
                 ï dHd  d    d  d  Jddd @ 
  $ 2 @dHd  d  d  d  d  dJddd ï 
               dHd  d  d  d  d  dJddd  
               ï dHd  d  d  d  d  dJddd @ 
  $ 2 @dd  d  dddd  dd  d  dddd ï 
ï                dd  d  dddd @ , by 2.5.4 
   $ 2 @d  d  dd  d  dddd @ 
   $ 2 @d  d  dd  d  dddd @ 
   $ |d  d  d|2|ddd|  
   $ |sinf  f  sinf  f  sinf  f|2|sinf  f sinf  f sinf  f|  
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   $  ¦2sin f  f2  cos f  f2   sinf  f  sinf  f¦2|sinf  f sinf  f sinf  f|  , by 2.5.3 
 $  ¦2sin f  f2  cos f  f2   2sin f  f2  cos f  f  2f2 ¦2|sinf  f sinf  f sinf  f|  , by 2.5.5 
   $ 2 ¦sin f  f2  ©cos f  f2   cos f  f  2f2 ª¦|sinf  f sinf  f sinf  f|  
    $ 2 ¦sin f  f2  ©2 sin f  f2  sin f  f2 ª¦|sinf  f sinf  f sinf  f|  , by 2.5.6 
    $ 8 ¦sin f  f2  sin f  f2  sin f  f2 ¦|sinf  f sinf  f sinf  f|  .                        
To simplify the next few steps, we now let È $  f  f, É $ f  f, and Ê $ f  f.  Then, 
  ∆E$ 8 rsin È2 sin (É2, sin Ê2r

|sin È sin É sin Ê|  
      $ 8 ñsin È2sin È  ©sin È2ª ¤sin (
É2,sin É ¥ Psin (É2,Q sin 
Ê2sin Ê  ©sin Ê2ªñ 
      $ 8 ñ 12 cos È2 ©sin 
È2ª ¤ 12 cos (É2,¥ Psin (
É2,Q  12 cos Ê2 ©sin 
Ê2ªñ , by 2.5.3 
      $  rtan È2 tan (É2, tan Ê2r. 
Therefore, 
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   ΔÚ $  rtan (f  f2 , tan (f  f2 , tan (f  f2 ,r .  (2.5.11) 
Hence, by (2.5.7) and (2.5.11), 
 ∆2∆E $ rcos (f  f2 , cos (f  f2 , cos (f  f2 ,r. (2.5.12) 
Notice also that by (2.5.7) we have 
 ∆2 $ rsin (f  f2 , sin (f  f2 , sin (f  f2 ,r. (2.5.13) 
So, by Lemma 2.5.3 together with (2.5.12) and (2.5.13), we have 
( ∆2∆Ú, ⁄  ( ∆2, ⁄  1. 
With ∆, ∆Ú Y 0, we then have ∆ 2∆Ú⁄  ⁄ - 1 and ∆ 2⁄  ⁄ - 1.  So, ∆ 2∆Ú⁄ - 1, 
and therefore, òE Y ò/2, as desired.    h 
The process of proving the corresponding result for the hyperbola is very 
similar to that of the ellipse and so is left to the reader. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 
COMPLEX AND MATRIX INEQUALITIES 
 
                
 
 
Our final chapter will focus on complex and matrix inequalities.  This will 
include inequalities arising from univalent functions and the study of the very 
famous Bieberbach Conjecture, as well as one of Jacques Hadamard’s matrix 
inequalities involving determinants.  We include these inequalities here because 
they are interesting and give excellent examples of the applications of inequalities in 
advanced Mathematics.  For the study of univalent functions, there are several 
references, but we include Duren [Dur83] and Nehari [Neh52].  Also, the notes of 
Professor K. T. Hahn are helpful.  For matrix inequalities two excellent references 
are Marcus and Minc [MM64] and Graham [Gra87]. 
3.1        A brief history of the Bieberbach Conjecture 
 In an article in The American Mathematical Monthly, J. Korevaar outlines the 
history of the Bieberbach Conjecture [Kor86].  It began around 1900 when Hilbert 
and Osgood reproved Riemann’s Conformal Mapping Theorem.  A mapping 
i $ D< is conformal in a domain D if it is analytic (differentiable in D) and the 
derivative of D< is never zero in D.  It is well known that univalent (one to one) 
functions that are analytic in a domain D must be conformal in D.  Riemann’s 
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Theorem states that if U is a simply connected domain in the complex plane ó (not 
equal to ó), then there is a conformal mapping from the unit disk D: V|<| - 1X onto U. 
 Around 1910, conformal mapping became a popular topic for German 
mathematicians.  Some of their study focused on functions f that are not only 
analytic and univalent (or “schlicht”) in the unit disk D, but also have the properties 
that D0 $ 0 and DE0 $ 1.  We let S denote this specific class of functions.  Then, 
every f in S has a power series of the form 
D< $ <  <  <  F . 
Paul Koebe is famous for studying a specific function in S.  This function, which is 
properly named the Koebe function, is defined to be ?< $ < 1  <⁄ .  Notice 
11  < $ 1  <  <  <  F 
and so, 
( 11  <, $ 1  2<  3<  4<  F. 
Therefore, 
?< $ <1  < $ <  2<  3<  4<W  F. 
It is not difficult to show that ?< is in S and & $ : for all :. 
In 1916, another German mathematician, Ludwig Bieberbach, proved that for 
every f in S, ||  2.  As a footnote, he proposed that perhaps for every f in S and 
every :, |&|  :.  This became known as the famous Bieberbach Conjecture, and 
was not proven for sixty-eight years.  However, before the proof of the conjecture, 
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there were many milestones reached.  In 1923, C. Lo wner proved that ||  3 for 
every f in S.  Between 1955 and 1972, many arduous proofs were developed for the 
cases when : = 4, 5, and 6.  In 1925, J. Littlewood found that as : approaches 
infinity, |&| - e:.  FitzGerald improved upon this in 1972, and his student 
Horowitz somewhat bettered it in 1978.  They found that |&| - 1.07:.  Finally, in 
1984, Louis de Branges of Purdue University successfully proved the Bieberbach 
Conjecture, in addition to even stronger results about the class S.  Now the 
conjecture is known as the Bieberbach – de Branges Theorem. 
3.2.        Univalent functions 
 We will now explore some monumental results in the study of univalent 
functions and the quest toward a proof of the Bieberbach Conjecture.  First will be 
the Area Theorem, whose discovery we owe to the Swedish mathematician T. 
Gro nwall, in 1914.  For this theorem, we are concerned with functions g that are 
univalent and analytic in the unit disk D except for a simple pole at the origin.  We 
call this class of functions ô.  Then, every Â º ô has the following Laurent series 
expansion:  
Â< $ 1<  õ  <  <  F 
We will establish the following lemma before proving the Area Theorem. 
Lemma 3.2.1.  Suppose C is a positively oriented any simple closed contour, P is the 
region bounded by the contour, and ö is the area of that region.  Suppose also that < $   => is any point in the z-plane.  Then, 
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ö $ 12= ÷ < x<` . 
Proof.  Green’s Theorem states that if C is a positively oriented, piecewise smooth, 
simple closed contour in the plane, P is the region bounded by C, and L and M are 
functions of  and > with continuous partial derivatives, then  
 ÷ øx  x>` $ ù (ÄÄ  ÄøÄ>, xx>ö . (3.2.1) 
So, for any complex number < $   =>, 
                    12= ÷ < x<` $ 12= ÷   =>x  =x>`  
                                        $ 12= ÷ Hx  >x>  =x>  >xJ`  
                                        $ 12= ÷ x  >x>  12 ÷ x>  >x``  
                      $ 12= ù 0  0xx>  12 ù 1  1xx>öö , by 3.2.1 
                                        $ 12 ù 2xx>ö  
                                        $ ù xx>ö                                          $ ö , 
where we used a known result from Calculus.  This completes our proof.      h 
We are now ready to prove our first main result, the Area Theorem, which 
appears in Duren [Dur83] as well as the notes of Professor K.T. Hahn.   
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Theorem 3.2.2. (The Area Theorem)  Let Â º ô.  Then, 
) :|&|  1.»&+  
Proof.  Let Â º ô.  Then g has the form 
Â< $ 1<  õ  <  <  F 
                                                             $ 1<  ) ®<®»®+j . 
where < º Û.  Then, i $ Â< will map D onto the exterior of some domain, with 
Â0 $ ∞ (because g has a simple pole at < $ 0).  We now consider Û , where Û $ V<: |<| - C - 1X.  Call  the area of the image domain of Û under i $ Â< 
and Ê the image of the boundary of Û . Then, by Lemma 3.2.1 applied in the i-
plane, we have 
 $  12= ü ixiÐý  
                          $  12= ü Â< · ÂE<x<lj , 
since i $ Â<.  Also, because of the 1 <⁄  term in Â<, Ê is in the clockwise 
direction and hence negatively oriented.  Therefore, to make the area  positive, 
we multiply by –1 (see Sansone and Gerretsen [SG69]).  Now, with  
Â< $ 1<  ) ®<®»®+j , 
we have  
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ÂE< $  1<  ) ¨®<®k»®+  
and  
Â< $ 1<   ) &<&»&+j  . 
Letting < $ Ce*w gives us 
ÂCe*w $ 1Ce*w  ) ®C®e*®w»®+j , 
 ÂECe*w $  1Ce*w  ) ¨®C®ke*®kw ,»®+  
and 
ÂCeþw $ e*wC  ) &C&ek*&w.»&+j  
Therefore, 
  $  12= ü Â< · ÂE<x<lj  
       $  12= ü ÂCeþw · ÂECe*w=Ce*wx5lj  
       $  12 ü Me*wC  ) &C&ek*&w»&+j O M 1Ce*w  ) ¨®C®ke*®kw
»
®+ O Ce*wx5
l
j  
       $  12 ü Me*wC  ) &C&ek*&w»&+j O M 1Ce*w  ) ¨®C®e*®w
»
®+ O x5
l
j  
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       $  12 ü M 1C  ) ¨®C®ke*®w  ) &C&kek*&w»&+j
»
®+
ïlj  
         ï  ) ) ¨®&C®&e*®k&w»®+
»
&+j O x5. (3.2.2) 
Since 
ü e*Ikwlj x5 $   0, if m 9 ?2/, if m $ ?ï , 
then 
ü ) ¨®C®ke*®wx5 $ 0»®+
l
j  
and 
ü ) &C&kek*&wx5 $ 0.»&+j
l
j  
Also 
ü ) ) ¨®&C®&e*®k&wx5»®+
»
&+j $ 0,
l
j  
except when ¨ $ :.  These, together with (3.2.2.) gives us 
 $  12  1C 2/  ) :|&|C&»&+ 2/ 
                                                $ / M 1C  ) :|&|C&»&+ O                                                 ! 0. 
Therefore, 
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1C ! ) :|&|C&»&+ , 
where 0 - C - 1.  Then, if we take the limit as r approaches 1, we have our desired 
result: 
       1 ! ) :|&|»&+ .    h 
 As mentioned above, in 1916 L. Bieberbach proved that ||  2.  We shall 
prove his result below, after first establishing the following lemma [Dur83].   
Lemma 3.2.3.  Suppose D< º . Then, 
|  |  1. 
Equality holds for the Koebe function. 
Proof.  Suppose D< º .  Then, f can be written as 
D< $ <  <  <  F. 
So, 
1D< $ 1<  <  <  F 
                  $ 1<      <  F, 
by simple long division.  Therefore, 1 D<⁄  is an element of ô and we can apply the 
Area Theorem (Theorem 3.2.2).  By this theorem we have, for : $ 1,  
||  1, 
where  denotes the coefficient of z.  Therefore, |  |  1. 
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Finally, in the Koebe function, notice that  
      |  | $ |2  3| $ 1.    h 
Theorem 3.2.4. (Bieberbach’s Theorem)  Suppose D< º .  Then, 
||  2, 
where equality holds for the Koebe function. 
Proof.  Suppose D< º .  Again, f can be written 
D< $ <  <  <  … 
Consider Ù< $ [D<.  Note that since Ù< is a composition of analytic functions, 
it is also analytic in the unit disk.  To see that Ù< is univalent, we will first show 
that it is an odd function.  Notice that 
Ù< $ [<  <W  <  F  
                $ [<1  <  <W  F  
            $ <[1  <  <W  F . (3.2.3) 
Now, the binomial theorem for : not an integer states 
1  & $ 1  :  ::  12!   ::  1:  23!   F. 
This, together with (3.2.3) yields 
Ù< $ < 1  12 <  <W  F   
12 12  12! <  <W  F  ï 
                            ï12 12  1 12  23! <  <W  F   F  
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                          $ < P1  12 <  <W  F   18 <  <W  F  ï 
ï                            116 <  <W  F   F Q 
                         $ < 1  2  <  t2  8 u <W  F  
      $ <  2  <  t2  8 u <  F . (3.2.4) 
From the result above we see that Ù< is odd.  With this, we can show that Ù< is 
univalent.  Suppose Ù< $ Ù<.  Then 
ÆD< $ ÆD<. 
So,  
D< $ D<. 
Since D is in S, f is univalent.  Therefore, 
< $ <, 
which implies 
< $ < 
or 
< $ <. 
Suppose < $ <. Then Ù< $ Ù<. 
From (3.2.4), Ù is an odd function.  So, 
Ù< $ Ù<. 
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 But, we assumed Ù< $ Ù<.  Therefore,  Ù< $ Ù<, 
which implies that Ù< $ 0 for every z in D.  This is not the case.  Hence, < 9 <, 
leaving us with < $ <.  So, Ù< is one-to-one. 
Notice also that Ù0 $ 0 and ÙE0 $ 1.  This, along with Ù< being analytic 
and univalent in the unit disk, tells us that h is in S.  Therefore, we can apply Lemma 
3.2.3 and get 
¦0  2 ¦  1. 
Hence, 
||  2, 
as desired.    h 
 For an application of Bieberbach’s Theorem that ||  2, we look at Koebe’s 
One-Quarter Theorem, which he discovered in as early as 1907 [Dur83]. 
Theorem 3.2.5. (Koebe One-Quarter Theorem)  For every function f in S and unit 
disk D, the images DÛ contain the disk D¼ = Vi: |i| - 1/4X, and this result is sharp.       
Proof.  Suppose D º  with ij not in the image of i $ D<.  Let 
Â< $ D<1  HD< ij⁄ J 
                      $ D<  11  HD< ij⁄ J 
                                                             $ D< 1  D<ij  D<ij 
  D<ij 
  F , 
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by the infinite geometric sum formula.  Since D º , it has the form 
D< $ <  <  <  F . 
So, 
Â< $ H<  <  F J 1  t<  <  Fij u  t<  <  Fij u
  F  
                          $ <  ( 1ij  , <  F, 
and we can see that g is analytic in the unit disk since it is differentiable in the entire 
domain D.  It is easy to show that g is also univalent, Â0 $ 0, and ÂE0 $ 1.  So, 
Â º , and we can apply Bieberbach’s Theorem (Theorem 3.2.4).  This, together with 
the Triangle Inequality gives 
r 1ijr  ||  r 1ij  r  2. 
Therefore, 
r 1ijr  2  ||, 
and so, 
|ij| ! 14 . 
Since we defined ij to be any point not in the image i $ D<, then for all D in , the 
image of D contains an open disk, |i| - 1 4⁄ .   h 
The following theorem proves the Bieberbach Conjecture for real coefficients 
[Neh52]. 
Theorem 3.2.6.  If the coefficients & of a function D º  are real, then 
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|&|  :, 
where again, equality holds with the Koebe function. 
Proof.  Suppose D º .  Then, f is univalent in the unit disk.  So, 
 D<  D< 9 0 (3.2.5) 
for distinct points < and <.  Consider < $ Ce*w and < $ Cek*w.  Then, 
           D<  D< $  <  <  <  F   <  <  <  F    $ <  <  <  <  <  <  F 
                                       $ Ce*w  ek*w  Ce*w  ek*w  Ce*w  ek*w  F 
                                       $ ) &C&e*&w  ek*&w»&+  
                                       $ 2= ) &C& sin:5»&+                                         9 0, 
by (3.2.5).  Therefore, 
) &C& sin:5»&+ 9 0. 
Since sin 5 9 0 for 0 - 5 - /, we can also say 
5 $ ) &C& sin:5 sin 5 9 0 »&+  
for 0 - 5 - /. Because the coefficients & are real, so is 5.  Also, 5 is 
continuous.  These facts, together with 5 9 0, imply that  
5 - 0     or    5 Y 0 
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for 0 - 5 - /.  In addition, since – sin 5 $ sin5, we have 5 $ 5.  So, 
5 is an even function, which means 
 5  0    or    5 ! 0 (3.2.6) 
for 0  5 - 2/. 
Now, using the following well-known identity, 
sin  sin 	 $ 12 Hcos  	  cos  	J, 
we obtain 
      5 $ 12 ) &C&VcosH:  15J  cosH:  15JX»&+  
                $ 12 ) &C& cosH:  15J »&+ ) &C& cosH:  15J
»
&+  
                $ 12 C  C cos 5  ) &C& cosH:  15J »&+ ) &C& cosH:  15J
»
&+  
                $ C2   C cos 5  ) &C&k cosH:  15J »&+ ) &C&k cosH:  15J
»
&+ . 
Let ¨ $ :  1 in the first sum above and ¨ $ :  1 in the second.  Then, 
    5 $ C2   C cos 5  ) ®C® cos¨5 »®+ ) ®kC®k cos¨5
»
®+   
           $ C2 1  C cos 5  ) ®  ®kC  C® cos¨5»®+  . (3.2.7) 
(With D º , we know that  $ 1.   So, since 	 cos 5x5 $ sin 5 and sin 5 $
sin2/ $ 0, 
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 ü 5x5 $ C2 2/ $ /C.lj  (3.2.8) 
Therefore, 	 5x5lj ! 0 for 0  5 - 2/.  Since the integral is nonnegative and we 
know, by (3.2.6), that 5 ! 0 or 5  0, this implies 5 ! 0.  And so, since 
1 v cos:5 is also nonnegative, 
        0  ü 5H1 v cos:5Jx5lj  
            $ ü 5x5lj v ü 5 · gd:5 x5lj  
            $ /C v ü 5 · gd:5 x5lj ,       by 3.2.8 
            $ /C v C2 ü H1  C cos 5ïlj  
ï              ) ®  ®kC  C® cos¨5»®+  cos:5x5,      by 3.2.7 
            $ /C v C2 ü cos:5x5  ü C cos 5 cos:5x5  ljlj ï 
 ï         ) ®  ®kC  C®»®+ ü cos¨5 cos:5x5
l
j . (3.2.9) 
The orthogonality of the cosine function on the interval H0,2/ gives us 
ü cos¨5 cos:5 x5 $ «0 if ¨ 9 :/ if ¨ $ :ïlj  . 
This, together with (3.2.9), yields 
0   /C v C2 &  &kC  C&/ 
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for : ! 2 (since the sum in (3.2.9) began at 2).  So, 
/C v /2 &  &kC  C& ! 0, 
and 
2 v &  &kC  C& ! 0. 
Therefore,  
¦&  &kC  C&¦  2, 
or, 
¦&  &kC ¦ C&  2,  
for : ! 2.  Because the above is true for 0 - C - 1, we take the limit as r approaches 
1.  Then, 
|&  &k|  2. 
So, by the Triangle Inequality [Bul98], 
N|&|  |&k|N  |&  &k|  2, 
and therefore 
 |&|  |&k|  2. (3.2.10) 
Finally, we will use induction along with (3.2.10) to obtain |&|  : for all 
real values of :.  Suppose first that : is odd.   
Base Step:  Consider : $ 1.  It is known that || $ 1. 
Induction Step:  Let : $ 2?  1 for positive integer ?.  Suppose that our inequality 
holds for these odd values of :.  That is, ||  2?  1.  Well, by (3.2.10),  
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||  ||  2. 
Therefore, 
||  ||  2  2?  1  2 $ 2?  3, 
by our induction hypothesis.  This proves |&|  : for : odd.  Now, suppose that : is 
even.  
Base Step:  Consider : $ 2.  Well, ||  2 by Bieberbach’s Theorem, Theorem 3.2.4. 
Induction Step:  Let : $ 2? for positive integer ?.  Suppose that our inequality holds 
for these even values of :.  That is, ||  2?.  But, by (3.2.10),  ||  ||  2. 
Therefore, 
||  ||  2  2?  2, 
by our induction hypothesis.  This proves |&|  : for : even. Hence, for all real 
values of :, |&|  :.    h 
3.3        Hadamard’s Inequality for real matrices 
 Now we will move our discussion to matrices. The focus of this section and 
the following is a famous matrix inequality that was discovered by French 
mathematician Jacques Hadamard.  His inequality, from 1893 [Had93], states that 
for any : G : square matrix  $ ×*IØ, 
|det |  L M)N*IN&*+ O
&
I+ . 
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In this section, we will prove Hadamard’s Inequality for the special case of A being a 
real matrix.  We first establish the following definitions and lemmas [Axl97]. 
Definition 3.3.1.  A set ë
, … , ë of vectors in a vector space V is linearly 
independent if ë
  F  &ë $ 0 for , … , & º ó implies  $ F $ & $ 0. 
Otherwise, the set is linearly dependent. 
Definition 3.3.2.  The set of all linear combinations of ë
, … , ë is called the span 
of ë
, … , ë.  That is, spanë
, … , ë $ Vë
  F  &ë: , … , & º óX. 
Definition 3.3.3.  A basis of a vector space V is a linearly independent spanning set. 
Definition 3.3.4.  The norm of a vector ë is defined to be the measure of its size or 
length.  We will denote the norm of vector ë by ìëì. 
Definition 3.3.5.  The Euclidean norm of a vector ë in ó& is defined to be 
 ìëì $ ∑ |ëè|,&*+  where ë $ Í Í …  Í&. 
Definition 3.3.6.  The inner product of two vectors ç $ Ë … Ë& and ë $ Í … Í& is denoted ç, ë.  For our purposes, we will define the inner product 
as ç, ë $ çë $ ËÍ  F  Ë&Í& (where ë is the conjugate transpose of ë.)   
Also, note that ìçì $ ç, ç. 
Definition 3.3.7.  Two vectors ç and ë are orthogonal if and only if ç, ë $ 0.  
Definition 3.3.8.  A set of vectors is called orthonormal if the vectors are pairwise 
orthogonal and each vector has a norm equal to one.  In other words, a set 
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
, … ,  of vectors is orthonormal if è, é $ 0 for = 9 m and è, é $ 1 for = $ m 
(where =, m $ 1, … , :. 
Definition 3.3.9.  An orthonormal basis of a vector space V is an orthonormal list of 
vectors that is also a basis (linearly independent spanning set) for V. 
Lemma 3.3.10.  Suppose 
, … ,  is an orthonormal basis of a vector space V.  
Then for every ë º , 
ë $ ë, 

  F  ë, . 
Proof.  Because 
, … ,  is a basis for V, for every ë º , there exist scalars , … , & º ó such that 
 ë $ 
  F  &. (3.3.1) 
Taking the inner product of both sides with é (where 1  m  :), we have 
ë, é $ 
  F  &, é 
                                                     $ 
, é  F  Ié, é  F  &, é 
                                                      $ 
, é  F  Ié, é  F  &, é, 
by additivity and homogeneity of the inner product.  Because 
, … ,  is 
orthonormal, we have è, é $ 0 for = 9 m and è, é $ 1 for = $ m (where  
=, m $ 1, … , :.  So, 
ë, é $ 0  F  I1  F  &0 $ I . 
This, together with (3.3.1) gives us 
      ë $ ë, 

  F  ë, .    h 
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Lemma 3.3.11.  Suppose 
, … ,  is an orthonormal basis of a vector space V.  Then 
for every ë º , 
ìëì $ |ë, 
|  F  |ë, |. 
Proof.  Let ë º .  Then, by Lemma 3.3.10, 
ë $ È
  F  È&, 
where È $ ë, ê for ? $ 1, … , :.  So,                      ìëì $ ë, ë 
                                $ È
  F  È&, È
  F  È&                                 $ È
, È
  È
, È  F  È
, È&                                  
                                 Å 
                                 È&, È
  È&, È  F  È&, È&                                 $ ÈÈ
, 
  F  ÈÈ
,                                   
                                 Å 
                                 È&È&, 
  F  È&È&, , 
again by additivity and homogeneity of the inner product.  And, because 
, … ,  
are orthonormal, we get 
ìëì $ ÈÈ  F  È&È&            $ |È|  F  |È&|                                    $ |ë, 
|  F  |ë,|.    h 
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Lemma 3.3.12. (Gram-Schmidt)  If ë
, … , ë is a linearly independent set of 
vectors in V, then there exists an orthonormal set of vectors 
, … ,  in V such that  
spanVë
, … , ëX $ spanV
, … , X, 
for each ¨ $ 1,2, … , :. 
Proof: See Axler [Axl97]. 
We are now ready to prove our first Theorem – Hadamard’s Inequality for 
real matrices.  We will provide two proofs.  The first uses properties of Linear 
Algebra [Had] and the second is a geometric approach [Bel43]. 
Theorem 3.3.13. (Hadamard’s Inequality for real matrices)  Let  $ H*IJ be any 
: G : matrix with real entries.  Then, 
det    L M) *I&*+ O .
&
I+  
Proof 1.  Suppose #
, … , # is a set of column vectors in & with  $ #
 # … # 
the corresponding : G : real matrix.  If the set were linearly dependent, then det  
would equal zero, and the above inequality is trivial.  Suppose then, the columns of A 
are linearly independent.  Then, by Gram-Schmidt (Lemma 3.3.12), an orthonormal 
basis 
, … ,  for & exists and spanV#
, … , #X $ spanV
, … , X, for each ¨ $ 1,2, … , :.  By Lemma 3.3.10, every #é for 1  m  : can be written  
#é $ )#é, èè.&*+  
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But, spanV#
, … , #X $ spanV
, … , X tells us that each #é has a shorter expansion 
of the form 
 #é $ )#é,èè.I*+  (3.3.2) 
 Now, let 	 $ HJ be the : G : upper triangular matrix such that    $ #, ê if 1  ?   
and 
 $ 0 if  - ?  :. 
That is, 
	 $ ¤#
, 
 #, 
0 #,  F #, 
F #, Å            00           F  Å0 #, ¥. 
Let Ü $ H
   F J be the : G : matrix whose columns correspond to the 
orthonormal basis 
, … ,  for &.  Notice, 
              Ü	 $ H
   F J ¤#
, 
 #, 
0 #,  F #, 
F #, Å            00           F  Å0 #, ¥                     $ H
#
, 
 
#, 
  #,  … 
#, 
  F  #, J                      $ H#
, 

 #, 

  #,  … #, 

  F  #, J, 
since each inner product is simply a scalar.  So, 
Ü	 $ )#
, èè*+ )#, èè

*+ F )#, èè.
&
*+                                      $ H#
 # F #J,  
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by (3.3.2.).  Hence,  
 $ Ü	. 
So, 
det  $ det  · det  
                     $ det  · det ,  
             $ det 
                                                  $ detHÜ	Ü	J , since  $ Ü	 
                     $ det	ÜÜ	 
                                                                  $ det	ÜkÜ	 , since Ü is orthogonal 
             $ det		 
                   $ det 	 · det 	 
                 $ det 	 · det 	 
           $ det 	  
                                                                            $ L#é, é&I+ 
 , since 	 is upper triangular 
               $ L#é,é&I+  
                               L M)#é, è&*+ O
&
I+ , 
since one element of a sum of nonnegative numbers will be less than or equal to the 
entire sum.  Therefore, 
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det   L M)#é, è&*+ O
&
I+ , (3.3.3) 
Now, by Lemma 3.3.11,  
L M)#é, è&*+ O
&
I+ $ L#é $ L M) *I
&
*+ O
&
I+
&
I+  
This, together with (3.3.3) gives us 
det   L M) *I&*+ O ,
&
I+  
which completes our proof.    h 
 The technique used in our next proof can be extended to higher dimensions 
to obtain Hadamard’s Inequality for real matrices in the general case.  For simplicity, 
we will restrict our discussion here to the special cases when A is 2 G 2 and 3 G 3 
[Bel43].   
Proof 2.  Before we begin, note that det  $ det  .  So, proving Hadamard’s 
Inequality for the sums of the squares of the row entries is equivalent to doing the 
same for the columns.  Therefore, we can equivalently prove 
 det   L )*I&I+ 
&
*+ . (3.3.4) 
Suppose first that A is a 2 G 2 matrix with real entries.  Let 
 $ ©  ª. 
Notice then that proving (3.3.4) for a 2 G 2 matrix is equivalent to proving 
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        . (3.3.5) 
We begin by considering any two points in the plane,  $ ,  and 	 $ , , 
with the origin, O.  Now, let 
 $ , .  Then, line OA has equation > $  ⁄  
and line OC has equation > $  ⁄ .  Hence, lines OA and OC are perpendicular. 
Let ¨Ò	 $ 5.  Consider ∆	 as in Figure 3.1 below. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: ∆	 with O at the origin 
 
Denote the area of ∆	 as ∆.  Then, 
∆$ 12 	 ·  · sin 5 $ 12 Æ   · Æ   · sin 5 
                                         $ sin 52 Æ     .   (3.3.6) 
It is known we can also express the area of ∆	 using determinants.  That is,  
 ∆$ @12 ¦  ¦@.  (3.3.7) 
Next, Consider ∆
	 with height Ù, as in Figure 3.2 on the following page. 
 
 
O (0, 0) 
B ,  
A ,  
5 
 sin 5 
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Figure 3.2: ∆
	 with O at the origin 
 
Since OA and OC are perpendicular and ¨Ò	 $ 5, we have ¨Ò	
 $ 5  90.  
Therefore, ∆
	 is obtuse and so the altitude from C lies outside the triangle, as in 
Figure 3.2.  Now, 
¨ÒÈ $ 180  5  90 $ 90  5, 
and so 
¨ÒÉ $ 90  È $ 90  90  5 $ 5. 
Therefore, 
Ù $ 
 · cos É $ 
 · cos 5. 
Then, if we let ∆ denote the area of ∆
	,we have 
∆ $ 12 	 · 
 · cos 5 $ 12 Æ   · Æ   · cos 5 
                                        $ cos 52 Æ       (3.3.8) 
Again, we can also express the area of ∆
	 using determinants.  So,  
È 
É 
O (0, 0) B ,  
C ,  
5  90 h 
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 ∆$ @12 r   r@. 
 
(3.3.9) 
Now, by (3.3.6) and (3.3.8) we have 
∆  ∆ $ sin 54       cos 54      
                                         $ sin 5  cos 54      
                      $ 14     .      (3.3.10) 
And, from (3.3.7) and (3.3.9) we have 
∆  ∆ $ (12 ¦  ¦,  (12 r   r,   
                                   $ 14 H      J   
                                          ! 14   .  (3.3.11) 
Hence, by (3.3.10) and (3.3.11), 
     !   , 
which is precisely (3.3.5) and therefore Hadamard’s Inequality for real 2 G 2 
matrices. 
 Suppose now that A is any real 3 G 3 matrix, where 
 $        . 
  Then, the following is equivalent to proving (3.3.4) for : $ 3: 
  det               . (3.3.12) 
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Consider the tetrahedron 	
 with vertices  $ , , , 	 $ , , , 

 $ , , , and origin O.  Let the lengths of åååååæ, 	åååååæ, and 
åååååååæ be , , and , 
respectively.  Also, call Ù the altitude from 
 to the plane OAB and 5 the angle 
formed by OA and OB.  If  is the volume of tetrahedron OAB
, then 
 $ 13 (12  sin 5, Ù 
                                               $ 16 Ù sin 5. (3.3.13) 
It is known that we can also express the volume of the tetrahedron in the following 
determinant form: 
   $ ­16        ­. (3.3.14) 
 Now, consider two other points, 
 and 
, such that 
 $ 
 $ 
 $  
and 
åååååååæ, 
åååååååæ, and 
åååååååæ are mutually perpendicular.  Similar to above, we call Ù the 
altitude from 
 to the plane OAB and Ù the altitude from 
 to the plane OAB.  
Then, if  is the volume of tetrahedron OAB
 and  is the volume of tetrahedron 
OAB
, we have 
   $ 16 Ù sin 5 (3.3.15) 
and 
   $ 16 Ù sin 5. (3.3.16) 
So, by (3.3.13) – (3.3.16) we have that 
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136 det  $ 136        

 
                                                                          $                                                                                  
                                               $ 136 Ù  Ù  Ù sin 5. (3.3.17) 
 Since 
åååååååæ, 
åååååååæ, and 
åååååååæ are mutually perpendicular we can, without loss of 
generality, let 
 be on the x-axis, 
 be on the y-axis, and 
 be on the z-axis.  Then 
 $ , 0,0, 
 $ 0, , 0, and 
 $ 0,0, .  Consider the parallelepiped formed by , 	, and 
, with height Ù and parallelogram base. Since the volume of the 
parallelepiped is equal to the area of its base times the height, we have   
Ù $ @Nåååååæ G 	åååååæ · 
åååååååæNåååååæ G 	åååååæ @ $ ññ
@     0 0 @åååååæ G 	åååååæ ññ $ ñ  ¦
  ¦åååååæ G 	åååååæñ . 
Similarly, 
Ù $ @Nåååååæ G 	åååååæ · 
åååååååæNåååååæ G 	åååååæ @ $ ññ
@    0  0 @åååååæ G 	åååååæ ññ $ ñ ¦
  ¦åååååæ G 	åååååæñ 
and 
Ù $ @Nåååååæ G 	åååååæ · 
åååååååæNåååååæ G 	åååååæ @ $ ññ
@    0 0  @åååååæ G 	åååååæ ññ $ ñ  ¦
  ¦åååååæ G 	åååååæñ . 
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So, 
Ù  Ù  Ù $ åååååæ G 	åååååæ (¦  ¦  ¦  ¦  ¦  ¦, $ . 
Notice that we used that the sum of the squares of the determinants is equal to the 
square of åååååæ G 	åååååæ.  Then, (3.3.17) becomes 
136 det   136  sin 5 
           136 , 
since sin 5  1 for all values of 5.  And, with a as the length of OA, b the length of 
OB, and c the length of 
,  $             . 
Therefore, 
det               , 
which is (3.3.12) and Hadamard’s Inequality for a 3 G 3 real matrix.    h 
3.4        Hadamard’s Inequality for complex matrices 
 Hadamard’s Inequality in fact holds for any complex square matrix.  We will 
present a surprisingly simple proof.  To do so, we need the following definitions and 
lemmas. 
Definition 3.4.1.  A square matrix A is Hermitian if  $ , where  represents the 
conjugate transpose of A. 
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Definition 3.4.2.  A Hermitian matrix is positive semidefinite if, for any nonzero 
vector , it is the case that  ! 0.  A Hermitian matrix A is positive definite if the 
inequality is strict for any nonzero vector . 
Definition 3.4.3.  An eigenvector of a square matrix A is a nonzero vector  that 
satisfies the equation  $ Ã, where Ã, called the eigenvalue, is a scalar. 
Lemma 3.4.4.  All the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix are real. 
Proof:  See Graham [Gra87]. 
Lemma 3.4.5.  If A is an : G : Hermitian matrix, then A is positive semidefinite if and 
only if the eigenvalues of A are nonnegative. 
Proof:  See Graham [Gra87]. 
Lemma 3.4.6.  Let A be a square matrix with complex entries.  Then, the eigenvalues 
of  are nonnegative. 
Proof.  Using a property of the inner product, 
ë, ë $ ë, ë $ ìëì ! 0, 
which implies  
 ë, ë ! 0, (3.4.1) 
for any vector ë º ó.  Suppose then that ë is an eigenvector of  with 
corresponding eigenvalue Ã.  That is, ë $ Ãë.  Then, 
ë, ë $ Ãë, ë $ Ãë, ë. 
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Thus, 
Ã $ ë, ëë, ë  . 
Because ë is an eigenvector, it is nonzero.  Hence ë, ë Y 0.  This, together with 
(3.4.1) tells us that Ã ! 0.  Therefore, the eigenvalues of  are nonnegative.    h 
Lemma 3.4.7.  For any square matrix, the determinant is equal to the product of the 
eigenvalues. 
Proof:  See Graham [Gra87]. 
Lemma 3.4.8.  For any square matrix A with complex entries,  
|det| $ det. 
Proof.  First we see that 
det $ det det  
                                                          $ det  det , since det  $ det  
                                                                           $ det det   
                                                                           $ |det|.    h 
Lemma 3.4.9.  Suppose A is a positive semidefinite : G : matrix with complex entries 
and eigenvalues Ã ! Ã ! F ! Ã& ! 0.  Suppose also that 
, … ,  º ó& is a set of 
orthonormal vectors.  Then, 
L Ã&kII+  Lé,é

I+ , 
for 1  ?  :. 
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Proof: See Marcus and Minc [MM64]. 
We are now ready to prove Hadamard’s Inequality for complex matrices 
[MM64]. 
Theorem 3.4.10. (Hadamard’s Inequality for complex matrices)  For any : G : 
square matrix  $ ×*IØ with each *I º ó, 
|det |  L M)N*IN&*+ O
&
I+ . 
Proof.  Notice that  is Hermitian since  $ .  By Lemma 3.4.6, the 
eigenvalues of  are nonnegative, and so  is positive semidefinite by Lemma 
3.4.5.  Therefore, we can apply Lemma 3.4.9 to .  Let Ã ! Ã ! F ! Ã& ! 0 be 
the eigenvalues of  , and suppose that 
, … ,  º ó¢ is the standard set of 
orthonormal vectors. Then, 
                                  |det | $ det , by Lemma 3.4.8 
                                                    $ L Ã&kI&I+ , by Lemma 3.4.7 
                                                          Lé, é&I+ , by Lemma 3.4.9 
                      $ Lé, é&I+ . 
And so, 
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 |det |  Lé, é&I+ .  (3.4.2) 
Notice that 
é $ °¯°°
± FÅ I F
I F &F F ÅII F I&Å F& F F  Å&I F &&²³
³³´ °¯°°
°±0Å010Å0²³
³³³´ , 
where the 1 entry in é appears in the jth position.  So, 
é $ IÅ&I $ é, 
with é denoting the jth column of A.  Hence, 
Lé, é&I+ $ Lé, é
&
I+  
                    $ Lé&I+  
                            $ L M)N*IN&*+ O
&
I+ . 
This, together with (3.4.2) yields 
|det |  L M)N*IN&*+ O
&
I+ .    h 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
 
In this thesis, we explored several mathematical inequalities, but have only 
scratched the surface.  The vast subject continues to be an area of study, and 
researchers persistently work for more answers and applications.  For instance, 
although Katsuura introduced a chain inequality for the sine and tangent of an acute 
angle, many more extensions are unknown. Also, we proved the following result of 
Katsuura and Obaid:  If z is a complex number with modulus not equal to one and n 
is a positive integer, then 
r<&  1<  1 r  |<|&  1|<|  1  . 
We need further investigation to determine if the following is true for any non-zero 
values of m: 
r<&  <®<  1 r  |<|&  |<|®|<|  1  . 
Many inequalities that generalize Price’s Inequality are also still to be found.  
Similarly, although a significant amount of inequalities about univalent functions 
have been discovered, it is certainly possible to do more in this area (see Duren 
[Dur83]), and the same is true for matrix inequalities.  As with other branches of 
Mathematics, new discoveries beg additional questions, which hopefully sparks 
more research and investigation. 
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